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Installation Guidelines for Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems is
the first in a series of Instructignel reports to be published by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). It is

the direit outgrowth of-the liesidential Solar gemonstration Pro-
gram and a series of installation workshops funded by HUD and the

Department of Energy.

Over the past few :years. tWoii;ands of_pybItclyand.privately funded .

-solar energy systems have been installed across the county. From

this experience, some installation techniques have emerged as
being superior to others. At the same time, many systems have

failed to perform properly due to poor installation practices. The
intent of !this report is to present some of the better installation
techniques.

FOREWORD

The report is written for the professional stellation contractor and

the skilled homeowner. The installation of a solar energy system
.. involves a combination of many traditional construction skills in-

cluding plumbing, wiring, roofing, carpentry, and masonry, as well -

asas knowledge of pain glazing, and insulation materials. We as-as-

sume you already pass ss these basic skills (see Appendix 8).
Even with these skills, jrofessionals in the demonstration program '
have made simple mistakes, whichwe intend to help you avoid.

Using these-g ideli, together with the manufac turer's manual,

you should be able t install and fill your solar dqmestic hot water

system. The guidelines also contain pointers for maintenance
and a checklist to be consulted when doing the actualinstallation.

5
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All of the procedures outlined in the report comply With HUD's
Intermediate Minimum Propeity Standards Supplement. Solar
Heating and Domestic MOM
(IMPS). the guidelines are compatible with most national building
codes..However,-you'mustcheck_with_local_building authorities _

make sure you comply with the code,.permit, zoning, and license

regulatiops in your area (see Appendix D).
. .

-. Finally, keep in mind that this manual deals with solar domestic
Cwater heating Systems in general. It is essential to consult the
instruction, manual from the manufacturer, to correctly install a
particular system.

NOTE: Throughout this book, the reader will' see a series of
indicators calling attention to crucial steps in the installation of a

solar domestic hot water system. They are

NOTE:

CAUTION!, and

WARNING!

A NOTE: will point aura procedure or action that, if omitted:might
leid to a reduction In the overall efficiency or attractiveness of the

system. A GAUTik011! will pointyut a procedure or action that, if
omitted, might lead to damage-lsolar or other heating, ventilating,

end air conditioning (HVAO equipment or other property. WARN-

ING! will point out a procedure or action that, if omitted, might lead

to conditions threatening the persorial safety. of homeowners,
pedestrians, or solar service personnel. -

6
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STARTUP START-UPAll maj4 components of the solar domestic hot water CHIN)
*stem you"will be installing will.have been specified by the system

designer or kit manufacturer as a rule. Before beginning the in-
stallation. you should obtain the following information:

Has the supplier of the major system comOonents been selected?

Is there a dealership or distributorship near the job site? Can you

get help horn the supplier if needed? Are replacement parts easily

available? Can-you count pn the supplier's delivery schedule? You

can obtriin some of this infomiation.frorn the supplier's other cui-

tomers.

Legal Preparations
Has a building permit been taken out; if required? Have you com-

, plied with zoning requirements? Whict. building codes wifi require

inspection of this installation? Will a licensed plumber be required

to connect the plumbing system? Will a licensed electrician be
required to make the electrical connections?

Is the system' going to be fedeially funded or insured (FHA, VA.
FmH1)? If so, it must meet the requirements of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Hod:sing and Urban Development's Intermediate Minimum

Property Standlirds for Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water
Systems, Volume 5 (IMPS) (Figure t1). This document is useful to

any professional solarAnsWer. It is 'available as a subscription for ;

$12.00 from the Superintendent of Dircuments, U.S. Government

7
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START-UP, SYSTEM 'LAYOUT, ANI:)*SITING

1

Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Please be sure that the

stock JejnIbrAgnber 49302, iOluded onycLur order.

Read themanufacturer's warranty statements on the major compo-

nents and note your responsibilities. Senn manufaCtiore' rs' warren

ties are ,onlygooi if the systems are installed'according to their
Instructions. Some installers offer warranties for systems they in-

.

stall. If you plan to follow this practice, you must underand the
legal, implications of your warren*

Inventory. Components
Check each component against your receipts to make sure all parts

ordered have arrived and are in good condition. Plan the job with

the manufac%urer's manuals in hand to do the work most elec
tively.

SYSTEM LAYOUT
The layout of the system you are installing probably has been
specified by the designer. A few layout options are presented here

for your information and to jielp you visualize the sequence of
assembly.

DraIndown System
Potable water is circulated from the storage tank through the col-

. Actor loop. Freezerotection4 rovided by solenoid valves open-
ing and dumpinfrwater at a preset low temperature (Figure 1.2).
Collectors and piping muse be pitched so that die system will
automatically drain down, even in a power failure. This .type of
system exposed to city water line presiures and must be as-
semoiled carefully to withstand pressUres as high as 100,\ psi. Pres-

sure reducing valves are recommended when city water prelim is
greater than the working pressure of the system.

Drainback System
The solar heat transfer fluid automatically drains into a tenk by
gravity (Figure 1.3). Drainback systems are available in 4tie- or
twotank configurations. A heat exchanger is necessary, beCause

the city water inlet pressure would prevent draining. Thei, heat
transfer fluid in. the collector loop may be distilled or city water if

the loop plumbing is copper. If the plumbing is threaded galvanized

pipe, inhibitor may be added to prevent corrosion. Most inhibitors
are non potable and require a double wall heat .fieXchanger. The

pump used must be sized to overcome static head (see chapter on

Pumps, etc.).

8
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One-Tank Closed-Loop Syseem
A conventional DHW tank, usually electrically heated, is converted

to a solar DHW storage tank by installing an external heat ex-
changer coil. The lower electrical heating element is removed,
letting the uppermost of the usual two elements to provide auxil-
iary water heating and to achieve good stratification (layering of

hotter water over prOpressively colder water). Solar tanks equipped

with internal heat exchangers are now readily available (Figure 1.4).

Usually, the heat transfer fluid is a water/glycol mixture or some

other freeze-resistant fluid, such as silicone or a hydrocarbon (see

chapter on Transfer Fiuids).

Two-Tank Closed-Loop System
One-tank systems may be sufficient for small families with small
hot water needs, but most retrofit projects will call for installiirg a

second tank connected in series with and preceding. the conven-
tional DHW tank already in place (Figure 1.5). Two tanks often
return cooler water to the collectors for heating, allowinotthem to

operate more efficiently. However, standby losses are greater.

Thernmelphon System
Thermosiphon systems are the oldest type of solar DHW system.

These systems do not depend on electric power to pump the heat

transfer fluid (potable water) through the collector array. The stor-

age tank is positioned at least W- e the upper end of the

collector array, and theheated water in the tolls up to the

top of the storage tank by natural convection. Hot water is

off the top 9f the tank. Cold city water is fed into the bottom of the
tank and then descends to the bottom of the collector array ta be
laialea. (Figure 1.6iThermosiphon systems are often impra9tical in

freezing climates. Howeker, thermosiphon systems are simple and

relatively inexpensive and would be ideal in warmer climates:or for

summer time use.
Air System

.
Solar domestic hot water systems employing air-type collectors are

available., Hot air generated by these collectors*Aan forced
through an air-to-liquid heat exchanger with the potable water
being pumped through the liquid section of the exchanger, The
heated water is then circulated through the storage tank in a similar

fashion to the liquid collector system. (Figure 1.7) Air does not
need to be protected from freezing or boiling, is noncorrosive, and

is free. However, air ducts and air handling units require greater

space than piping,.and air leaks are difficult to detect.

START-UP, SYSTEM LAYOUT, AND SITING
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START-UP, SYSTEM LAYOUT, AND SMNG

FIGURE CO: COLLECTOR
ORIENTAI1ON

12

Other Sys's'''.
A number of system _types are found only in limited areas or in

custom-designed or do-it-yourself projects.

Manual draindown systems use potable water for the heat transfer

fluid without any antifreeze additives. The owner has to operate the

draindown valve manually. These systems can be operated only in.

regions or during searns when there is little chance of a freeze.

ReversetricIde, o pulse-circulation, systems pump a, quantity of
hot water from the storage tank into the collector array (lowering

system laic/eft") when there l danger of a freeze. This type of
system is very popular in Florida and southern California.

There are also draindown systems which use air pressure in the

storage tank or in a separate pressure tank to force water out of the

collectors when a freeze threatens.

SYSTEM SMNG
.Place the collect* army where K will receive the maximum amotmt

o of sunlight avallabk, in your location. A roof mount is the most
common because it reduces the i lances of shading and keepittie

collectors out of the way. If a good roof area is not available,
collectors may be ground-mounted (see chapter on Mounting Pro-

cetlures). Keep outdoor pipe runs to a minimum to avoid energy
lossed.

22
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START-UP, SYSTEM LAYOUT, AND SITING

Collector Orientation
It is desirable to mount the collectors to catch as much of the sun's

daily rays as possible: Ideally, collectors should be aimed as nearly

as possible TRUE south, not magnetic south. However, variations

of up to te east or west of south will hive little effect on perform-
ance, if the system is running properly(Figure 1ST. It is not worth

the addeil\expense to build a special mounting frame to point
collectors bur south if the roof is pointed within the ± 15° limits.
Beyond tr, additional calculations must be perfoireed to deter-
mine if the agorae is justified. Deviations up to 30' east or west of
south will usually decrease performance by only 10%. After that,

performance drops dramatically.

Because the earth's magnetic field is not aligned parallel with the

earth's north-south axis, there an some parts of the United States
where* needle a magnetic compass can point as much as 20

degrees east or west of true north. However, there are several ways

to detennine, true south in your area. You can consult a local
surveyor, a plot map in your local tax office, or a recent isogonic

chart of the United States published by the U.S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, U.S. Department of Commerce (Figure 1.9) and ad-

just
%.".

your magnetic compass reading according to the meridian
nearest to you. Don't use old charts, as there are annual variations

In the readings. When using a magnetic compass, beware of stand-

mwker
tr rt.

414 En
tiartali Arra 1

41111111110414?-imiditatati
1110Pit

4 23

FIGURE I AI: ISOGONIC CHART OF
THE U.S.
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STAN -UP, SYSTEM LAYOUT, AM) SITING

S
FIGURE IAN WAKE AND SHADOW

4101400

ing near large metallic objects or power lines because theyAwill

affect the compass readings.

Also, you can easily determine true south yourself right at the
installation site. Place a stake in the ground and mark the location

of the shadow of the top of the stake. Connect the end point of a

morning shadow with the end point of ail afternoon shadow by a

straight fine. A line drawn 90°to that line is a true north-south line

(Figure 1.10).

There is an even faster way to determiner your local north -south
line. The shadow of a stake cast by the sun at solar noon will be on

the tow north-south line. Solar noon is anodic' halfvory between
sunrise andeunset on any given day. Most loco TV weather shows

and newspapers give the exact times of sunrise and sunset each

day.

Althiough performance will not be substantially affected, take local

weather conditions into consideration when deciding on collector
orientation. Although angling the collectors toward the east will

,Astfort the system earlier in the morning, Orientation slightly to the

west can increase system performance because ambient tempera-

tures are usually higher in the afternoon. As a result, collectors will

lose less heat and operate more efficiently. If early morning fogs
are common en your area, angle the collectors slightly toward the

west d;

Collector Tilt
Collector tiltthe angle the surface of the collector makes with the
horizonis also an important factor in system performance. Ideal-

lal Collector lilt Angle 0'
Reline Err: RADIADON ON HOSZONTAL

NORMAL AND I*AM.Y VTI.HIC.AL
SURFACES

IblCollector lilt Angle 45 lc! Collector lilt Angle 75°
Radiation Intercepted by a Horizontal Collector

Additional Radiation Intercepted by Tilting Collector

24



START-UP. SYSTEM LAYOUT. AND SITING

collectors should be as nearly perpendicular to the sun's hottest

rays as possible (Figure 1.11). Fora solar ONW systeni. a tilt equal
to the local north latitude usually is considered the optimum angle.

Variations 10° either way v(ill not seriously affect the total annual

performance of the system. all other things being equal. but a
greater tilt will favor winter system operations when the sun is low

in the sky (Figure 1.12). Also, in herivy snow areas a tilt 4,50"will

allow snow to slide off the collectors more readily (see chapter on

Safety). The following chart will help you determine the angle of the

existing roof

TABLE 1.1 ANGLE/ROOF PITCH CONVERSION TABLE

FIGURE 1.12: COLLECToR TILT

ANGLE (DEGREES) ,ROOF PITCH
5 v12

I{

10 2/12
14 3/12

4 18 4112

23 5/12
27 6/12
30 7/12
34 8112

37 9112

40 10/12

43 11/12

46 12/12

47 13/12

49 '14/12
51 15/12
53 16/12

Collector Shading
No more than 5% of the collector area should be shaded between

9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. Standard Time when greatest solar poten-

tial occurs. One of the major sources of shading is trees. so the

borne owner should be aware of the effect of future growth. Chim-

neys. dormers, other buildings. new construction. and even fences

may shade the collector array, especially in the winter when sun

angles are low and shadows are long. By knowing the altitude
(angle of sun above horizon) and the azimuth (angle between true

south and point on horizon below sun) of the sun throughout the

year. you can accurately determine if the homeowner is going to
have shading problems (see Appendices A and O.

IS



sweuP. SVSTEM LAYOUT, AND SITING,
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.

The Solar Window
Imagine the oky as a transparent domewitsh its center at th solar
collector array of a house. The path of thq u; dbring the year can
be etched ***did) 011 the dome. as can the outline of surround-
ing houses and trees (Figure 1.13). The sun's path during the'
optimum hours between 9:00 A.M. and.3:00 P.M. Standard Time
throughout the year sail** a "solar window" on the dome: Almost
all of the useful gunligIt thqt reaches the collector easy must cane
through this window. except for the amount resulting from diffuse
radiation. If any surrounding houses, treas. hills, etc. block part d.f
this window, that intrusion will casia shadow on the collector. The
elevation of the solar window in the lo'cal sky will decrease with
increasing ifitude.

ri
I I I

2 11
It

4 SW.
DOC. 21

Those tress cost
ehislow an the
collector between

pin god Epin loam
November let to
about Mew/ 150,

FIGURE 1.13 DIE SOLAR WINDOW

owii ifill11111111A1

S

Mercator Projection
The sky dome with its "solar window" can be mapped using a
Mercator projection in which the latitude and longitude lines are
straight (Figure LIAM-Such a map is very aseful for comparing the

Solar Noon

N
FIGURE 1.14; MERCATOR PROJECTION
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START-UP. SYSTEM LAYOUT. AND SITING

site surroundings with the "solar window", because both can be
easily plotted on the map. Any elements surrounding the site that
intrude into the "solar window" will cast shadows on the collector.

The Popular Science Sun Locator
A simpler method was created for Popular Science Magazines.
Make a copy of the sun locator (Figure 1.15) and glue it to a
cardboard backing. Trim along the line of the latitude nearest you.
Place locator in a level position in the area where collectors are to
be mounted. Align the compass along the correct magnetic decIi3:
nation line or per a recent isogonic chart (Figure 1.7) to obtain a
true north-south line (see-Collector Orientation). Sight from the
corner over the top of the latitude line from 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 .P.M.
This is a path the sun will take in midwinter. If more than 5 percent
of the path is blocked, the site may need closer evaluation.

Even tree branches without leaves can block a considerable
amount of winter sunlight if the branches are thick. Consider trim-
ming: if necessary.

The Energy Task Force Rough Approximation Method
The Energy Task Force of New York suggests a way of rcugh
determining the solar window. Stand where the collectors are to be
placed and face true south. Point so that your finger and your eye
are horizontal (Figure 1.16). Place one fist on top of another the
exact number of times to be determined by consulting the table
(Table 1.2).

The first fist

In an 11 Mi ale IND Me

Pointing straight
ahead

FIGURE 1.11: POINTING LEVEL WITH EYE

See Solar Energy Handbook 1978. Popular Science. Times Mirror Mag-
azines, Inc.. 380 Madison Ave.. New York. NY 10017 . . $1.95.

26
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START-UP, SYSTEM LAYOUT, AND SITING

TABLE 1.2. THE ENERGY TASK FORCE SOLAR WINDOW APPROXIMATION METHOD

LATITUDE 12 O'CLOCK POSITION I I O'CLOCK POSITION 1 O'CLOCK POSITION
= 0° BEARING = 30° BEARING ANGLE = 304 BEARING ANGLE

(EAST) (WEST)

28°N 4% FISTS (47°'ALT.) 3 . FISTS MX ALT.) SAME AS 11 O'CLOCK
3241 3% FISTS (34° ALT.) 2% FISTS (26° ALT) SAME AS 11 O'CLOCK
36°N 3 FISTS (30' ALT.) 2% FISTS (23° ALT.) SAME 11 O'CLOCK
40'N 2% FISTS (275-ALT.) 2 FISTS (20° ALT.) AS 11 O'CLOCK
44°N 2% FISTS (23° ALT.) 1 % FISTS (17° ALT.) E AS 11 O'CLOCK
48°N 2 FISTS (20° ALT.) 1 % FISTS (14° ALT.) SAME AS 11 O'CLOCK

Sight over top of lists at true south and 30° east and west (with
. adjustments in fist height) to determine shading effects. object
above your fists will cast a shadow on the collectors; an a mg

below your fists will bid no concern.
fP

Several "solar locators" are also commercially available (see
Appendix C). .

Other Factors to Consider
Collectors should be placed near (or slightly below) the midline of

pitched roofs for best appearance. Location close to the ridge
exposes the collector array to increased wind loading and heat
losses. Collectors near the eaves can cause kit, dams, which back,

up over the array. Water behind ice dams can be drawn under the
shingles by capillary action.

Check to see if glare from the collector array will annoy neighbors

or cause traffic hazards (particularly with ground mounted collec-
tors). A matte finish glazing material will help alleyiate this problem.

Collector boxes should be dark anodized if it develops that bare
aluminum boxes create a reflection problem.

If the back of the collectors is visible, an enclosure may be desira-

ble to improve appearance, reduce heat losses, and protect the

collector array from wind loading.

See No Heat, No Rent: An Urban and Energy Conservation Manual.
Energy Task Force, 519 East Itth Street, New York, NY 10009.

2,9
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ROOF-
AND
GROUND-
MOUNT-
ING PRO-
CEDURES

se

This chapter to

roof-mounting

the roof surfa

s you step-by-step through proper procedures for

Hectors, for making the necessary penetrations of

and for ground-mounting collectors.

Hoisting Roof-Mounted Collectors
A typical collector weighs etween 75 and 200 pounds. The refill

installer should plan well i advance how to hoist the collejtors to

the roof.

There are a number of load lifting devices that you could choose to .
handle this job, such as a bucket truck, cherry picker, crane, fork

lift, or Hyster5. A simpler device is a roof hoist which may be
temporarily mounted on the roof (see Appendix C).

Manually lifting the collectbirris-possible, but it will require at least

two men. One method is to use two parallerladders with two men

walking one collector up at a time. If the collector is outfitted with
flanges, 'temporary handles maybe attached (Figure 2.1).

The so-called "Push and Pull" method uses one ladder as a steep

Nclined plane. A rope is attached to one end of a collector. A man

on the roof hoists, the collector while another lifts and guides it up

the ladder to prevent it from swinging ic\ot of control (Figgfe.2.2).

Precautions for Working on Roofs
Plan mounting procedures carefully to minimize the number of trips

over the roof. Walk carefully on gravel roofs. They are more fragile

than they appear, and the source of a leak in a gravel roof is not

easy to locate. Lay down planks or plywood in heavy traffic areas.
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FIGURE 2.1: PARALLEL LADDER
METHOD
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FIGURE 2.2: PUSHPULL METHOD
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ROOF. AND D-MOUNTING PROCEDURES
6.

Shake and clay tile roofs are very brittle. Be very careful walking

and don't drop tools.

Specially designed roofer's shoes are recommended on asphalt
shingle roofs. Shoes with heavy lug soles should be avoided be-

cause they cap damage shingles. especially in warm weather.

Wind Loads
According to HUD's IMPS, the mounting structure should/be built

to withstand winds of at least 100 mph (which impose a wind load

of 40 pounds per square foot on a vertical surface or an average of

25- pounds per eqUare foot on a tilted mon. Flat-plate collectors
mounted flush with the roof surface should be constructed to
withstand the same wind loads.

When mounted on racks, the collector array becomes more vulner-

able to wind gusts aslhe angle of the mount increases. Collectors

can be uplifted by wind striking the undersides. This wind load.
which is in addition to the equivalent roof-area wind loads. should

be determined according to accepted engineering procedures.
Cross-brace all mounting racks (Figure 2.3).

RCKME CROSS 'RACING RACK
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEQURES

Snow Loads
Collectors mounted flush on a roof should be designed to support

the snow loads that occur on the roofarea they Cover. The collector

array may be tilted 5° to .10° greater than the latitude to expedite

snow sliding, with only a minimum loss in efficiency. Precautions

must be taken so that snow slides are not a hazard to pedestrians.

The roof structure should be free of objects-that could impede snow

sliding and the collectors should be raised high enough to prevent

snow build-up over them. Collectors mounted on elevated racks or
in sawtooth patterns may create snow drifting on the roof in addi-

lion to noi;nal snow loads. This additional build-up must be consid-

ered in the design loads (Figure 2.4).

tii .
. -

1-

N,

FIGURE 2.4: 8AW10011PAI7ER01

-Check Roof Conditions
See that the roof surface is in good repair before mounting collec-

tors. If there is a need for reshingling or other repair Work. think
seriously about doing the work before mounting the collectors.
Keep future roof repair and maintenance in mind when planning
collector mounts. Easily removable collectors will make such work

easier. Do not mount collectors on warped or cracked wood
shingle roofs.

Positioning Collectors
Be sure the collector array is parallel with the ridge of the roof.
Measuie distance from the top of the collector array to the ridge
line at each end and check with a bubble level. A chalk line makes a

useful guide. Slope the array toward the Inf.: o facilitate drainage

at the minimum rate of %.einch per foot. AIL.- at least % -inch
spacing between collectors for expansion and contraction which

could loosen the mounting (Figure 2.5).
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FIGURE 2L cit1=CRIEMEEN
"

Collectors with weep holes should be mounted widiweep holes at
the bottom. They alloiv moisture to escape because condensation

can damage some absorber surfaces. Holes should be loosely
blocked with glass fiber that will prevent entry of dirt or insects but

will allow a floe of air. ,

Installing re
On retrofit' in nations, collectors should be raised at least Ws

inch, above the roof to avoid damage to shingles. Without that
space, moisture buildup could cause growth of fungus, mold, and
mil w. Ice dams.could also form and draw water under shingles by

rapilPew action These factors contribute to roof surface detarlora-

Spacer blocks of rot resistent mood (such as redwood or cedar)
should be toed between collector and roof surface. Other types of

wood can be used if prossure-treated with a preservative such a

creosote or pentachlorophenol. Note that some preservatives may

dissolve asphalt roofing materials and should not be in direct
contact with them. Blocks of Plexiglas," or other UVresistant
.plaitic also can be used. A silicone sealant or fibrous roofing
cement should be applied liberally between spacer and roof sur-

face, or use a neoprene pad (Figure 2.6).

Instead of a block spacer, a mounting angle or clip can by used. It

should be made of a metal compatible with the metal of the collec-
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Silicone

ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

Mounting angle

Roof cement
Ivanized washer

Neoprene washer

Mounting block

mmusinnisasssii lasusiisisiseau
Sheathing

Rafter

Wood spacer block [s] sized to fit
snugly betweim
and'roof sheathi

Spanner
Washer

2 nuts

for box. Fasten it di to e collector box or flange and bolt it to
the roof with's MR le metal fastener.

Spanner Mounting
A spanner mounting is recommended if the attic is accessible.
because the uplift force of wind on the collector /mat will be evanly

distributed' to the roof framing members. Screw or nail 2" x 4"
spanners directly to the rafters inside the attic, perpendicular to the

rafters (Figure 2.7). At feast two, and preferably three, spanners
should be used. Pre-drill holes through the roof and mount spacers

large enough to accept the thru-bolts. Be careful not to split the
spacers. It may be easier to drill holes and insert thnkbolts before

securing spanners to assure proper alignmen-rof holes.

Roof ridge

a

FIGURE 2A: SPACER KOOK VAIN
SPANNER MOUNT

FIGURE 2.7: SPANNER MOUNTING
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

FIGURE 21: SEACANT

Thru-bolts or threaded rods should be at least %-inch in diameter.

T o nuts and large-diameter (fender} washers are recommended

o both ends of the threaded rod. Silicone sealant should be
applied generously to holes and between was *ers and mounting

blocks. Use neoprene washers in conjunction with metal washers

to nu imize risks of leakage.

CAUTION! Be re that the holes contain enough sealant to prevent leakage.
Seal should ooze liberally from around bolt heads when they are

tightened down (Figure 2.8).
#

After bolt heads are tightened, apply more sealant over the heads
; and mounting block or clip assembly. If roof cement Is used rather

;.

than silicon% the fibrous type is recommendtd because the weeds-
.,

ereroof seal remains intact over repeated expansions and contrac-
tions. %

Sheathing

Nailer
12"x3" or

2"x 41

FIGURE 2.Ik SPANNER MOUNTING
IN CONCEALED SPACE

as

Spanner Mounting in a Concealed Attie
Because an installation should last man.), years if properly installed.

it may be worthwhile to cut sheetrock to expose rafters and then

repair it. Nail wood blocks to inside of thibraftets at least 3 inchesV
short of the ceiling edge. Fasten the cpanners on these blocks and

bolt. Use threaded thru-bolts as described above, seal. and boa.
Replace gypsum board to cover installation (Figure 2.91

Shingles

Mounting angle
Nut
Galvanized washer
Neoprene washer

Silicone sealant

Rafter

2"x 4" spanner Washer 'Finished ceiling
is

Solt or threaded rod

3



ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

Lag Bolt Mounting
When the attic is completely inaccessible. collectors or the mount-

ing racks an be lag bolted directly to the roof froM outside.

Lags must be fastened to rafters or trusses rather than to sheathing CAUTION!
,so wind cannot pull them free.

Rafters or trusses can be located by tapping the roof with a ham-
mer. The more solid sound indicates a framing member. Rafters or

trusses generally will be on 16" or 24" centers (Figure 2.10).

Collector

nting angle
Roofing cement

Lag bolt
Galvanized & neoprene washers

Mounting block

Sh Woks

. Sheall1Ing

Air spice

ilicone sealant

Rafter .

c
pro' holes through the roof several sizes smaller than the bolt to
assure a tight fit. The lag belt should penetrate the rafters at least

two inches. Insert the lag bolt through a metal washer and then
through a neoprene washer before going through the collector
flange and mounting block. Be sure to apply a liberal quantity of
seals& to the holes and between mounting`blocks. washeys, and

the roof surface before tightening down lag biolts. After mounting,

apply more sealant over the entire assembly.

3 v.+

FIGURE 2.10: LAG BOLT MOUN1ING

pr
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ROOF- AND .PROCEDURESRES.

Rack Mounting
Collectors can be mounted on racks or stand-offs to achieve the

optimum tilt angle. If the holes or clips on the collectors do not line

up with raft/frs or trusses, you may mount the collectors on a rack,

then fasten the rack to the framing members properly.

The rail should be at least 12 gauge and about 114" by 1147 in

dimension; slotted angle rail, normally used to fabricate warehouse

shelving, is readily available and can be cut to any length and
boffed together. The collectors should be bolted to the rail
framework. Take carol* prevent galvanic corrosion. The framework

is lag-bolted or spanner-mounted to the roof, and roof penetrations

carefully sealed. Asphalt tape may be used between the rack and

the roof.

Pipe Mounting
Anither collector mounting approach uses one-inch galvanized
pipe and fittings used in awnings, or a pipe and fitting system called

Speed Saila, which can be secured with set screws. The pipe
framework can be welded or bolted to %-inch steel support plates

that are corrosion protected and fastened to the roof (Figure 2.11).

AGM 2.11: RACK MOUNTING MAMMALS

CAUTIONt All racks must be constructed to withsta anticipated extreme

weather conditions. The bottom of the collector array must be at

least 1 Y2 inches off the roof to allow water, snow, ice, and other

debris to pass under. Ail racks must be diagonally cross-braced.
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ROOF- PAD GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

FIGURE 2.13: PITCH POT ?161400

Mounting Too Imagoes for Flat Roofs
On flat rookAollectors can be mounfed on uprights which are then
fastened to ihe'roof. The base of the. upright is placed in a pitch

container and both Are simultaneously bolted onto the nit*, by
either the spanner or the lag bolt method (Figure Z.13). The con-
tainer should haw sip to accept flashing, which is extended down

onto the roof surface. The container is then filled with pitch or
roofing commit. Pitch pots jequire frequent inspection and do /tot

have lasting watertight qualities.

collector

/.

Galvanized pipe
:14ofing cement

BUM
roofing

up

Pitch container

_ .
11111111111WIllIttl$111111111IIISSISUI11181111'18 lit

and
counter flashing

heathing

Rafter

Mounting bolts

Washer
2 nuts

SPe

The Mahone' Roofing Contractors Association recommends use of

curb mounts. A curb mount requires building up the roof *Waco

with framing members to act as an equipment support. The curb is

flashed into the roof ourface and covered with a sheet metal hood.

The collector support is bolted through the hood and flashininto
the curb (Figure. 2.14). The NRCA recommends that curbs on flat

roofs not span the whole roof so that water pockets don't develop.
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

ROOF PENETRATION FOR PIPES
It usually will be necessary to run pipes as well as fasteners
through the roof surface. Keep the number of penetrations to a
minimum. Pipes are flashed using the same methods as for vent

pipes or soil stacks. The most common way is to use a roof flange

(Figure 2.15).

Roof flanges are readily obtained from roofing or building supply

yards with the most common sizes ranging between 1 % and 4
inches. They are available in galvanized steel, aluminum, neoprene,

or copper, and some have neoprene collars. The neoprene collar
flanges do not require.a sealant where the pipe passes through,
and the Collars are adjustable to any roof pitch.

Select a roof flange that will make a tight fit over the pipe. Re-
member that pipe insulation also must pass through the roof. Coat

the bottom of the flange with sealant before fastening to the roof

41

FIGURE 2.14; CURB MOUNT MEMO°
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

FIGURE 2.1$: ROOF FLANGE FOR

PIPE PENETRATION surface. The top of the flange must be completely under the shin-

gles and the bottom over the shingles. Apply more sealant between

shingles and flange. r die Insulation does not have a rigid casing,

an alternative method is to insulate up he penetration and use

reducers and a plastic nipple for the penetration (Figure 2.16).

FIGURE 2.16; ALTERNATE ROOF
PENETRATION

42
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

GROUND MOUNTINGS
If there is too little roof space or the roof hies the wrong direction,

collectors can be ground - mounted. Ground mounts make installa-

tion easier by eliminating roof work, simplifying maintenance, and

in most cam, shortening the run from collectors to storage.

Zoning
Before starting construction of a ground-mounted collector array,
check I zoning ordinances. The ground-mounted unit will have

to with local requirements for setback, density, classifica-

tion of structure (will it be considered a new banding?) and aes-
thetic requirements. Aesthetics are particularly important.in some
localities, which may even require that the supporting framework

be enclosed and finished off to resemble the house.

Foodags
Collectors are mounted on a rack or frame that must be securely

attached to footings extending below the local frost line. There
should be at leapt four pier footings, 6"0" **sere or in diameter.
Footing holes should be dug below the frost line and the bottoms

filled with an inch or two of dry, washed pebbles. The footings
should be poured with a frame member or a threaded rod protrud-

ing from the concrete (Figure 2.17).

If the frame is embedded, make a temporary jig so that the rack
holds shape while the concrete sets. If the frame member is wood,

it must be treated to slow deterioration. if you are using a threaded

rod, it must be at least %-inch in diameter. Instead of pouring four

footings, you might want to pour two parallel walls (Figure 2.16).

FMK 2.17: PRA FOOTING

aft

FIGURE 2.15: WALL FOOTING
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ROOF. AND GROUNDMOUNTING PROCEDURES

GroundMounting Frames
The collector frame can be made from several materials.. galvanized

steel pipe, aluminum and steel angle iron, or even wood.

Galvanized steel pipe and fittings are readily available. If the collec-

tor boxes are aluminum, keep the steel and aluminum fforn touch-

ing each other directly to prevent galvanic corrosion.

Slotted steel angle iron of at least 12 gauge and about 1 Ye by 1'e

inches can be easily cut to any length and bolted together. Again
careful "attention must be paid to corrosion control We below).

Aluminum angle extrusions will be lighter than steel angle iron and

more corrosion resistant. as well as galvanically compatible with
aluminum collector boxes. Holivever, you can expect aluminum
stanctard shapes to be more expensive than steel.

Wooden collector frames must be made of redwood, cedar. or
her wood treated to resist rotting, weathering, and insects.

Framework Requirements
In addition to proper elevation and orientation, the bottom edge of

the collectors must be a minimum of 18 inches off the ground to
prevent mud splashing and snow drifting up to cover the bottom of

the panels. It is wise to attach a small gutter below the collectors to

prevent excessive erosion of the soil directly in front of the collec-

tor array. A pebble bed in front of the collectors will also help
prevent erosion.

Remember that the frameworic must be cross- braced and built to

withstand the dead load of the collectors, live snow loads, and wind

loads up to 100 MPH ism Wind Loads and Snow Loads,above).

The collector array must not be subjected to warping that can result

from soil freezing. This can be prevented by bracing with a czontinu-

ous strong member around the base of the framework or by build-

ing the footings as two walls.

Piping
The run to and from storage should be as short as possible. with a

minimum amount of bends and elbows. Pipes mint 'be insulated

and weatherproofed. If the system is a drainbeck system, the bot-
tom of the collector array must be a minimum of 2 feet above the

water level in the storage tank. In both draining and closedloop
antifreeze systems, all pipes must be pitched to provide drainage.

Provide alr\vents at all high points.
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ROOF- AND GROUND-MOUNTING PROCEDURES

CORROSION PROTECTION
Both roofmounted and ground-mounted collector arrays and
mounting hardware (bolts, screws, washers, angles) must be care-

fully protected from corrosion. Steel mounting hardware in contact

with aluminum and copper piping in contact with aluminum hard-

ware are both examples of high corrosion-potential combinations.

Cadmiumplated or hot-dipped galvanized bolts can be used to
mount collectors on racks. If the coating is scratched, prime with

.zinc chromate paint or special zinc-rich coaling. The exposed
edges of galvanized steel angle iron should be similarly.treated.

Dissimilar metals can be separated by washers made of fluorocar-

bon polymer (such as Teflon"), phenolic (such as Bakelite"), or
neoprene rubber. When a bolt passes through two dissimilar met-

als, the inert washer should have an insulating sleeve (Figure 2.19).

Most collector manufacturers supply mounting hardware spa-
cally designed for their equipment Follow instructions carefully,
and be sure to cover all holes and mounting assemblies with a
high-quality sealant.

Safety
Cover collectors with opaque material until the system is running to

prevent heat build-up. Take care not to bum hands on collector
boxes during sunny weather.

Ground-mounted collectors require sstnewhat more effort to pro-

tect the array from-possible vandalism and to prevent injuries to the

owner's family and visitors. Consider covering the collector array
with a layer of chicken wire one foot above the glazing if it appears

that vandalism is a possibility. Be sure that the gluing can still be

easily cleaned. Check for sharp protruding nail points or angle iron

edges. if children are apt to play in the vicinity of the array, suggest

that the installation include fencing around the collectors to pre-

vent bums or other accidents.

J

4

Log bolt

Moulding washer

Metal washer

FIGURE 2.19; LAG BOLT AND
INSULATING WASHER



TRANSFER
FLUIDS,
PIPING,
AND
DUCTWORK

Each heat transfer fluid has differing properties. such as viscosity,

specific hart, freezing, boiling, and flash points, that will determine

the size and design of many components (see Table 3.1).

Corrosion
The combination of dissimilar metals and any heat transfer fluid

that conducts electricity to some extent will lead to galvanic corro-

sion when the more Chemically active metals are attached. It can be

avoided by

1. Using an nonconductive heat transfer fluid. such as a silicone or

hydrocarbon oil.

2. Using out metal throughbut the whole system. If the metal is
copper and the transfer fluid is water, there is no need to add

corrosion i 'tors.

3. Using an air-to-watir system.

Water/glycol antifreeze mixtures require an added inhibitor be-
cause glycol breakdown products include acids.. Aluminum in the

system will also require.an inhibitor. Most commercially available

transfer fluids are sold with. inhibitors already added. but some will

require the installer to formulate the proper mixture. Follow the
manufacturer's directions carefully. Most of the common inhibitors
carried in solution are sacrificial (the inhibitor is attacked. rather

than the plumbing) and, therefore, require the installer or the owner

to follow a regular maintenance schedule to replace the transfer

fluid.

Be sure to flush the system out completely prior to filling to remove

solder flux, metal filings. etc. Direct connections between dissimi-
lar metals must be avoided. The use of insulating washers (plastic,

46
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rubber) or silicone hoses between dissimilar metals will reduce
galvanic reactions at that point.

TABLE 3.1 TRANSFER FLUIDS
,

MEDIUM

.
HEAT

SPECIFIC VISCOSITY, CAPACITY FREEZING
GRAVITY CENTIPOISE OITUrlb.''S POINT, °F

4

Water
50 wt. % Water-
ethylene glycol
50 wt. % Water.
propylene glycol
Paraffinic Oils
Aromatic Oils
Silicone Oils

1.000

1.05

1.02
.82
.85
.94

0.5 to 0.9

1.2 to4.4

1.4 to 7.0
12 to 30-

0.8 to 0.8
10 to 20

1.00

.83

.85

.51

.45
.38

+32

-33

-28
+15

-100
-120

illoososo viscooky io oomitivo to tomporoton. vetoes as 'inn fora tempest,* moo of
OProgootsly SOT to 140iF.

In solar collector systems, as in any system involving circulating
liquids, it is not sufficient to use a dielectric fitting to separate
dissimilar metals from direct contact Copper ions can be carried
by the fluid and deposited on another metal, causing pitting. Al-
though complex systems of corrosion protection are available for
mixed-metal systems, the best solution is simply not to mix metals.

Thoroughly flushing out a system before filling with a transfer fluid
4ielps to prevent galvanic corrosion. Filings of one metal lodged in
an absorber plate or heat exchanger coil of a dissimilar metal can
cause galvanic corrosion.

Water
Rem ember that water combined with dissimilar metals can cause
galvanic corrosion. The experienced installer probably will be
aware of the local pH and mineral hardness problems. because of
the effects of hard water on conventional heat water systems yen

if local water is not useikin the collector loop, mineral de its in
the storage tank on the outside of the heat exchanger loo will

lower' system efficiency. If local wet- conditions re extreme,
chemical additives :sr electromagnetic devices should be consid-
ered to protect the solar DHW system. Whatever the local water
conditions, distilled or &lionized water is recommended for drain-
back systems with a heat exchanger. A qualified water treatment
engineer should prescribe a treatment to make problem water safer
for plumbing materials.

Drainback systems must be derined so that they drain completely

a
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TRANSFER FLUIDS. PIPING, AND DUCTWORK

and a alically under freezing conditions. Pumps for all systems

using r as a heat transfer fluid should be either bronze or
stainles steal.

In a closSIDOPleystem, a non-acidic flux shOuld be used to prevent

chloride build-up which can cause pitting.

Glycol/Water Antifreeze Solutions
WARNING! Care must be taken that the proper glycol mixture and heat ex-

changer have been specified. Ethylene glycoVwater mixtures are

TOXIC and require a &gab le-walled hest exchanger. Food-grade

propylene glycol U.S.P.Avater mixtureswhen certified nontoxic
can be used with a single-walled heat exchanger if no toxic dyes

or inhibitors have been added to the mixture. However, inhibitors

which are Generally Recommended As Safe (GRAS) by the FDA.
such as dipotassium hydrogen phosphate, should be added to
U.S.P. propylene glycol to maintain the proper pH. Many manufac-

turers alreedy do this

Water/glycol solutions should be at least 20 percent glycol. The
margin of freeze protection should be 10°F. below the historic low

of the region. A 5Q'50 solution is good down to 32°F., and maxi-
mum freeze protection is achieved with a 40/60 water /glycol
mixture.

Water/Glycol installation, Safety. and Maintenance
Do not use glycol solutions with zinc galvanized plumbing because

the required corrosion inhibitors react with zinc. Glycols may dam-

age certain mate.'als such as the butyl rubber membranes in cer-

tain types of expansion tanks. If water /glycol mixtures are exposed

to air through-an air vent or a vacuum breaker and high tempera-

tures, acids will form. if these conditions occur, the pH, inhibitor
strength, and solution concentration of the water/glycol must be

chmked, and the solution replaced if necessary. Periodic checks

and replacement will be required in any case.

Remember that glycol solutions will leak through joints where
water would not. Good seals and Teflonit tape should be used.
Glycols should be dyed with nontoxic food-coloring dye, if not
bought that way, to help identify leaks. Make-up supply, in case of

leaks, should not be added automatically from the city water sup-
s, ply, as this will reduce the glycol concentration. Depending on

local codes, waterIglycol solution should be drained into dry wells

or waste drains (sanitary sewers, not storm sewers).
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Paraffinic or Mineral Oils
Paraffinic or mineral oils are petroleumbased heat transfer fluids.

Their useful temperature range between freezing and boiling is
greater than that of water. and they are nonconducting. These oils
have a higher viscosity than water and may require a larger pump.

Because they will break down into tarry materials under prolonged

exposure to heat, periodic replacement is necessary.

Paraffin oils are considered TOXIC and require a double-walled WARNING/
heat exchanger. ,

Silloonos
Silicone heat transfer fluids are quite inert and will cause neither
galvanic corrosion nor degradation of roofing materials. They also

have a very high flash point. These fluids have high viscosities and

low specific heats compared to water: therefore. large pumps and a

flow rate of about 2% times that used for water are required.
Silicones are incompatible with expansion tanks fitted with o-

prone or butyl rubber diaphragms.

Silicone fluids wir leak re ad!ey through piping flaws that will retain

water. Even sweat-soldered joints in copper pipe will leak if not
properly soldered. A Manufacturer-recommended pipe dope
should be used at all threaded joints. Check all manufacturer-
supplied connections for prater'sealant.

Avoid using silicone tubing or silicone sealants in the system.
EPOM rubber or Viton° is preferred. Use sealless (canned) pumps

with magnetic drives. Use non-acidic flux when soldering to pre-

vent contamination of the neutral heat transfer fluid.

Arounitic Oils
Aromatic oils have lower viscosities than paraffins; this allows
smaller pumps to be used. They also have lower flash points, which

make them less exe to use.
C

Aromatics will dissolve roofing tar and most elastomer seals. Viton"

seals should be used in pumps whenever paraffinic or aromatic

hydrocarbon oils are used.

Wator/Glycorino Solutions
A 4W60 solution of water/glycerine (glycerol) is nontoxic and does

not require a heat exchanger with double separation. Water/
glycerine solutions have higher viscosities than water/glycol solu-
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tions and, therefore, may require a larger pump. However, glycerine

solutions are subject to biological contamination and may become

corrosive if overheated.

AI;
Air may also be used to transfer heat from collectors to the domes-

tic hot water supply. The advantages are it cannot freeze or boil,

and it is noncorrosive and free. Disadvantages for the installer are

thrt ducts are difficult to make airtight and that leaks are difficult to
detect. Leakage will further reduce the efficiency of an air system

which already has a much lower heat-canying capacity than an

equal volume of a liquid.

RECOMMENDED TYPES OF PLUMBING
The most favored plumbing for solar DHW systems is sweat-
soldered, L-type copper tubing. M-type copper is also acceptable if

it is allowed by local building codes.

All joints in copper tubing in and near the collector array should be

soldered with 95.5 tinanfimony solder to avoid joint failure at
stagnation temperature. While 95.5 could be used throughout the

rest of the system and should be used in a silicone system, 50150
tin-lead solder can be freely substituted in those parts of the
system that will not be subjected to the extremes of stagnation
teleperaturs. Remember that silicones and glycols demand well-

soldered joints.

Although soldered joints are preferred, thieadod joints may be
made with a good .quality joint compound and/or Teflon" tape.
Examples of quality joint compounds are: Loctite" pipe dope with

Teflon" (Part No. 529), Crane" Je30 pipe thread sealer with Tef-

lon", Rector* Seal No. 5, and Dow Coming" 730 Fluorosilicone
rubber sealant, and their equivalents.

CAUTION! If the heat transfer fluid is a silicone or a waterlglycol solution,
standard pipe dope WILL NOT prevent leakage.

If 4oncentrating or evacuated -tube collectors are to be used, silver

solder or brazing alloys are required throughout the system be-
cause of the high temperatures encountered. Some building codes

demand the use of silver solder. silver-bearing filler metals, or other

brazing alloys for jl. concealed pipe runs in ditches arid walls.
$.

Cheek your local codes before proceeding.
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Plastic Pipe
Do not use PVC for hot water applications. CPVC will sag at about

160°F. if not adequately supported. thereby preventing draining of

draindown systems, making flushing out of norodraindown systems

MOM difficult, and preventing air bubbles from venting properly.
folybutylene pipe will begin to sag at about 200T. In general, use

etre care when using plastic pipe.

Galvanized ?breaded Pipe
Conventional galvanized threaded pipe may be used if already
installed in the existing 01.1W system. MI threaded joints should be

thoroughly pipe doped.

Silicone Coupling Howes
Silicone coupling hoses are sometimes recommended by the
manufacturer for connecting collectors to the array manifold or to

act as expansion joints in the hot water return circulation. Those

hoses can also be used between plumbing of dissimilar metals to

retard galvanic corrosion.

Ordinary automobile radiator hoses should never be used. as they CAUTION!
break down rapidly when exposed to the ultravoilet waves in sun-

light.

Silicone hoses should be clamped with lined stainless steel hose

olon1Po itfri -the usual perforations. The rubber will extrude
through the perforations.

Hanging and Anchoring Pipe
Pipe hung vertically should be anchored at the following intervals:

COPPER TUBING: one story or ton-foot intervals

THREADED PIPE: every other story

RIGID PLASTIC PIPE: half-story intervals.

Pipe hung horizontally should be supported at the following inter-

vale:

COPPER TUBING: eight-foot intervals for drawn tube, sixfoot for

annealed tube

THREADED PIPE: twelvefoot intervals

RIGID PLASTIC PIPE: ontti-two-foot intervals

5i
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Pip. Runs
Long pipe runs increase heat losses, pressure drops, and installs.

tion costs and may require installing larger size pipe (see
Appendix B).

Pipe chases from rooftop collectors should be run through closets

and between wall partitions. If pipes must be routed through rooms,

they should be run as near to the walls as possible. remembering

that there must be a two-inch gap between two pipes. or between
pipes and walls for insulation. Pipes that have to be brought into

the house from greundfneanted collectors should be routed as
directly as possible, avoiding sharp bends and ells-

Expansion
All pipe should be hung or anchored loosely enough so that it can
expand and contract with temperature changes. A 100' length of

copper pipe will expand approximately V with a 100°F. temperature

rise. Using silicone hoses as expansion joints is advised in arrays

where there is no room for pipe expansion. Standard. corrugated

expansion joints made of copper alloy are also available. Elbows

will also allow for some expansion.

Underground Plumbing
Underground plumbing should be well insulated (at least R4) and

buried below the frost line. To keep insulation dry. the pipe should

be wrapped in roofing paper and sealed with hot pitch. Buried pipe

runs should contain as few joints as possible, Some codes will not

allow any buried joints.

Plumbing runs through or under a foundation should pass through

an iron pipe sleeve two sixes larger than the insulated pipe and the

gap filled with sealant or other approved material. Mk your local
plumbing inspector for suggested equivalent protection.

Take care that the pipe does not rest on any rocks in the trench, and

do not support it on blocks. Avoid high spots that may trap air. The

pipe should rest on firmly packed earth orif the bottom of the
trench is rocky or unevena six-inch level layer of tamped sand. If

soft soil of poor bearing quality is found at the bottom of the
trench, deepen the trench by two pipe diameters and backfill with a

layer of fine gravel or crushed stone two pipe diameters deep,

While backfilling the trench. be sure that rocks, broken concrete, or

other construction litter does not damage the wrapped and insu
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Mated pipe. Six inches of earth should be dumped :nt0 the trench.
carefully tamped around the pipe to asoure proper support and
alignment, and then covered with a layer of treated boards to
prevent damage to the pipe from future digging. The remaining
depth should be filled and tamped at 6-inch intervals to prevent
unsightly settling of the lawn.

Siting
Typically. -inch pipe is used *-eritems utilizing up to three
collectors. but certain retinae (for pumps. etc.) will have to be
adapted to larger sizes. If total pipe runs are longer than 100 feet,
% -inch pipe may be required. Headers connecting the collectors
should be of sufficient diameter to insure equal flow rates through
each individual collector.

Standard pipe friction tables w* help you determine the amourt of
resistance for the type and length of plumbing used. Remember
that pipe friction will vary with heat transfer fluid. flow rate, and
plumbing material.

Installation Tips
Keep insides of all tubes or pipes clean and ream out the ends of all
pipes and tubing. Sandpaper orinsery cloth the outside surface of
the ends of topper tubing and the inside surface of all copper
fittings before soldering. Surfaces must have a bright finish. Bend
copper tubing (providing it is annealed or bending temper tubing)
rather than use elbows or other fittings. This will reduce friction
losses. Avoid sharp bends and use bending tools. Use eccentric
reducers to join horizontal pipe of different sizes and avoid trapping
air (Figure 3.1).

Heft Clamp with slow*

Silicon* boo*

f

FIGURE 3.1: PIPE LENGTH AND VARIATIONS
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FIGURE 3.2: REVERSE RETURN
CONFIGURATION
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Rtmorso'Roturn Hookups
It is desirable to connect collectors in a parallel reverse return
mode. In this mode, the distance the heat transfer fluid travels is

equalized (Figure'3.2). Balancing valves can be added for additional

flow control if the designer thinks it necessary.

.-1110

Header or manifold

&Mos Hookups
Collectors connected in a series mode obtain higher tempenitures,

thereby reducing collector efficiency. Series hooknps are not rec-

ommended for solar .OHW systems unless specified by the de-
signer (Figure 3.3).

t

DUCTWORK FOR AIR DHW SYSTEMS
Ductwork should not leak more than 5 percent at the design flow

`rata. Use conventional methods for sizing, employing the minimum

gauge allowable to reduce th6 amount of heat retained within the
ductwork. ..

Because of low-leakage requirement% only metal or properly in-

stalled and sealed fiberglass ducts shobid be used. Take special

care when joining ductwork to seal edges on corners. A Pittsburgh

lock seam is recommended, and added protection may be achieved

by applying a product such as 3M's EC-800" in the seam before

joining, and caulking 'all joints. Joints should be fastened with
sheet metal screws or rivets so that the ductwork maintains its
integrity through repeated expansions and contra ns (Figure
3.4).

Prefabricated swivel ductwork has a tendepcy to leak more than
FIGURE 3.1: WKS CONFIGURATION custom-made ducts. Avoid such items whenever possible.
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Duct hangers should be spaced according to conventional stand-
ards and should wrap around the insulation and not penetrate at. In

DHW solar systems, spacing of hangers will typically be 10' on
centers.

1r

JDr

FIGURE 3.4: DUCT CONNECTION
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INSULATION Insulating the solar DHW plumbing prior to system startup is an
important part of the insulation procedure. You will be expected to

supply the pipe and tank insulation. Pipe insulation will usually be

of the dosed cell foam type or spun fiberglass. Insulate all exposed

pipes in the collector loop and all parts of the conventional DHW

systems except** city cold water supply. Insulate al; elbows, tees,

valves, silicone hoses, pumps, and plumbing, butting tight up to the

collector array and storage tanks. Gouge out insulation to fit over

plugs and other hard-to-fit components.

Do not insulate the pump motor housing, tempering valve, tops of

air vents (Figure 4.1), or openings in vacuum breakers and relief
valves.

RGURE 41: INSULATED MR VENT (do
not insulate cop: soot ands
of insulation)

4s

Insulation Materials and Amounts
The most common pipe insulation materials are: fiberglass, elas-

tomers (AnnafhxM, RubatexR, urethane, and isocyanurates

(Figure 4.2). The effectiveness of the insulating material is mea-

sured in R-values (resistance to heat flow {STU/hr./I/R.1p or
.value (conductivity iSTU/hrift.1/7/in.D. The higher the R or the

lower the k, the better the insulating ability. Some typical values are

contained in Table 4.1.

The type of insulation best suited to a given installation depends on

local costs,availebility, job requirements, and insulating qualities of

the materials (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).



TABLE 4.1. INSULATING VALUE PER INCH
OF THICKNESS

Fiberglass R-3 k-.26
Elastomers R-3.5 k-.23
Urethane R-6.5 k-.17
Isocyanurates R-7+ k-.13

Pipe insulation is usually sold by thickness. For elastomers. 'A" Is

common. Fiberglass and urethanes are generally stocked in one

inch thicknesses. One inch of insulation is usually sufficient 'for
pipes under 1" in diameter. This may be achieved with single layers

of fiberglass or urethane, or a double layer of the elastomers. As a

general rule, pipes under oneinch in diameter should be insulated

to R-41. Pipes over one inch should be R-6.*

Installing Fiberglass, Urethane, and Isocyanurates
Fiberglass and urethane insulation must be installed after the sys-

tem hydrostatic pressure test (see chapter on Checkout). Both
types of insulation can be bought in preformed halves and must be

protected from weather and ultraviolet degradation by a watertight

plastic or metallic jacket. Both types of insulation are available
already jacketed. The slits in the jacket should be positioned on the

downward side of the pipes and taped over with waterproof,
weathersrosistant tape.

'insulating pipes increases the surface area available for radiating heat. There.
fore, R-values for pipe insulation are not equivalent to R-values deriv4d for
flat surfaces. To calculate &values for pipe insulation, use the following
equation: loge (ro/q)

21:111.

ro = radius of insulation
ri radius of pips
k = conductivity
L = length

Whore:

INSULATION -

FIGURE 4.2: FIBERGLASS. uREINANE.
AND FOAM RUBBER
INSULA11ON
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FIGURE 4.3: ELASTOMERIC ADHESIVE

CAUTION!

FIGURE 4.4: HOLDING ELASTOMERIC
INSULATION WITH VISE
GRIPSA

411

Installing Elastomoric Insulation .

This type of insulation is normally put on piping prior to joining. Cut

the tube of insulation slightly longer than the pipe to be insulated.

Do not stretch. Slidearita..the pipe and join by buttin . Use the
manufacturer's recommended adhesive to seal the joi (Figure

4.3). Slitting and glueing this type of insulation is a less dvisable

procedure. If necessary, use an adhesive and tape the joints. A
small bare spot will cause significant heat loss, so use care. Hold

back from joints and valves with clamps or Vise Grips" until after

the system has beekhydrostatically tested (Figure 4.4). Expect to

have to use two layers of elastomeric insulation to achieve outdoor

insulation requirements.. Stagger the location of the butted joints or

slits,when using two layers.

Bar/tome& insulation when exposed to the weather will rapidly

crack and crumble unless jacketed or coated with a pairicapproved

by the manufacturer. Do not paint over fresh joints. Paint should be

reapplied every 3-8 years. Also elastomeric insulation will decay

rapidly if b" red without being thoroughly protected from moisture

a soil nisms.

Installing Pips Insulation
When insulating around valves outdoors, both valve stems and slits

in the insulation should point downward to prevent moisture from

getting between pipes and insulationiutother technique is to use

elastomeric tape insulation, multilayered, with each layer overlap-

ping the last by 50 percent.

Before painting insulation that is not supplied with its awn jacket,
wash off the powdery surface with alcohol or toluol. Do not use oil

base paints.

Make sure that pipes going through holes in a structure are fully
insulated and the; holes are properly sealed to prevent leaks and
the pa sage of insects and rodents.

Do nottuse duct tape on outdoor insulation. Use silicone sealant at

the butt of insulation and the collector array. Many of these types of

insulation will begin to undergo degradation over 200'F. if you
expect higher temperatures than that for lot periods of time.
consult the manufacturer's literature.

Insulating Air Ducts
Fiberglass, glass wool, and urethane are the most common insula-

tion used. Ducts must be insulated to at least R-4, and insulation



mast be carefully butted and lapped. Duct work is now available
complete with insulation.

Fiberglass ducts at least 1-inch thick may be used indoors if prop-

erly grooved, assembled, and all joints taped. Use 1% -inch.
3-pound density insulation or equivalent-for sheet metal ducts.

Insulatini Storage Tanks
Storage and conventional waterheath. tanks should be insulated to 1

11-11. A few manufacturers now make tanks insulated to this stand-

ard, and you also can buy prefabbed jackets in standard tank sizes.

However. it is quite possible that you may have to wrap fiberglass

batts around the tanks. Duct tape can be used. and the foil vapoa

barrier of the batts should face outward. Cover the tank completety
and evenly; a surmising amount of heat can be lost through a small

gap or thir spot in the insulation. When insulating the tanks of
gas- and oil-fired water heaters, be sure the baits are kept a
minimum of six inches from the burner so that the insulation back-

ing does not present a fire hazard. You now may purchase tank
insulation kits from a number of manufacturers.

r
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PUMPS
In a solar DHW system, the pump irs usually a low-horsepower

centrifugal circulator of about %th to 1/2sth horsepower. This pump

may be **algid by the designer Of included as part of a total parts

package. However. in some installations you may be called upon to

supply the pump, and yob must consider several factors in order to

choose the right one.
OC

Flow vs. lidiad
The flow rate is the number of gailLptsrers:ninute of heat transfer

fluid that Should.flow through the . It is usually between

.015 and .04 gallons per minute per square foot of collector sur-
face. The collector manufacturer will specify the most efficient flow

rate.

Head is the pressure a pump must push against. There are only two

types of head that are of concern to solar DIM installers. These
are static sod frictibn. and they must be added together. Typical
values ire:10' to 20' of water, Head varies approximately with the

square of the flow velocity.

6()

se

Friction between the transfer fluid and piping in the system causes

pressure losses. These friction head losses can be determined by

consulting standard plumbing tables in a number of sources (see

Appendix B).

Static head is the height the water must be pumped. Unlike pres-
sure loss, it has no relationship to the length of the heat transfer

fluid circulation loop. Static head is a factor in an open-loop sys-
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tem, such as a draindown system. because each time the pump
sbillrrit must move fluid to the top of the collector. It is not a factor .

in .clased400p 'yetis**.

In a siphon draindown system, once the fluid has been circulated

throughout the aystem, the static' head disappears since the loop

is closed. However, static head must be considered in sizing the

pump. In certain installations, multiple controllers or multiple
pumps may be required.

Transfer fluids other than water wig affect pump performance.
Correcbon-factors for viscosity (which affects friction head), spe-
cific heat (which effects flow rats) and specific gravity must be
used. Information on such correction factors is available from
transfer fluid manufacturers (see Appendix O.

Open vs. Closed Loop
Determine if the loop ever will be exposed to air. In a closed
antifreeze system, a cast iron pump can be used. A draindown
system, where air will enter, requires a bronze or stainless steel
pump to prevent corrosion. Galvanized pumps should not be used

with glycol/water heat transfer fluids.

Seals and Transfer Fluids
Magnetically driven pumps have no seals to wear or leak. The
pumps can be used with any transfer fluid, if compatible with other

pump materials. Polyethylene and polypropylene seals are at-
tacked by petroleum based transfer fluids, so pumps without seals

or those with seals made of materials such as Vitonft should be
used.

Selecting a Pump
With the above points in mind, consult the catalogs and literature of

several manufacturers of appropriate pumps and examine the per.

fonnance curves. Pump curves plot flow (horizontal axis) versus

head (vertical axis). Friction head caries with the square of the flow

rate. For example, if the flow doubles, the friction head is quad-

rupled (Figure 5.1).

Pick a pump that most closely matches the design curve of the
system you are installing. That curve is a product of the total head
pressure (which you must determine) and the collector flow rate

specified by the collector manufacturer.

6
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FIGURE 5.1: PUMP AND SYSTEM
CURVES
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FIGURE 52: PUMP (NOTE ARROW)

In some cases, .two or more pumps in series may be necessary
because of increased static head or a large number of bends in the

pip If there is less head than expected, it 4 possible to reduce the

flow rate. However, you must remember that the cooler a flat-plate

solar collector runs, the higher its efficiency. Thus, reducing the
flow rats in order to Install a smaller pump for the same given head

is a poor economic trade-off.

Select a durable pump. It will have to run for longRyiLds of time at

high temperatures and presaires. A pump failure could cause the

collectors to stagnate and damage the DHW system.

Installation
Install the pump on a separate 15-amp service line to prevent any

possibility of overload and pump failure. The pump should be lo-
cated on the supply side of the collectors, as close to the supply as

possible, and below the top of the tank to retain its prime. Consult
the manufacturers' literature for proper operating positions. Some

pumps will wear out beatings rapidly if the otor shaft is not in a

horizontal position. Check arrows on the mp to see if the flow is

in the proper direction (Figure 5.2). ssure gauge also will tell

you if the impellor is running In the right direction. Some pumps

can easily be installed backwards. Make sure the pump is sup-
ported adequately on both sides if it is heavy enough to need
support. Locate the pump where maintenance will be easy. The
pump can be insulated, but the motor housing must not be. or the

.

. , I
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life of the pump will be shortened greatly. Install a strainer with a

brass or stainless steel screen ahead of the pump to remove metal

filings, sediment etc. that might damage the pump, clog collector

passages, or cause galvanic corrosion in the system.

Pump Operation
It is imporbal not to lose prime during system operations. Running

air-bound for more than 10 seconds will damage the' pump if it is
not self-priming. In draining down, the pump must be below the
water level in the tank to retain prime.

When you start a system, the pump may make some noise because

of air bubbles. This noise is harmless and will diminish as the air
bubbles find their way out through the air vent valves. If the bubble

st
noise continues, check the system for leaks.

VALVE AND GAUGE SELECTION
Special attention must be given to the selection and placement of

valves in a solar DHW system. Most of the plumbing is no different

from that of a conventional DHW system, but the solar DHW
system may have a collector loop separate from the regular plumb-

ing and may use toxic or nonpotable heat transfer fluids. A variety

of valves and components often needed for the safe operation of a

solar DHW system are described below. Required components and

their settings will vary slightly from one packaged system to an-

other.
y

Backflow
An approved backflow reventer on the city water supply may be

an

required in soma code jurisdictions for any solar DHW system that

uses a nonpotable heat transfer fluid. A check valve is NOT a
substitute for an approved backflow preventer and should not be

used in its place. Check local codes for requirements in your area Rom 52: megn. ow pmvorrep

(figure 5.3). Since a residential type backflow preventer may dis-
charge in any direction_it should not be installed near electrical

components or items which might be damaged.
ems`,

Check Valve (One -Way Valve)
Check valves are designed to permit liquid flow in only one direc-

tion. They should be installed in closedloop systems to prevent
reverse thermosiphoning of heated water from the storage tank into

the collector array. A number of designs are available for horizontal

and vertical piping installations. Use of swing check valves on
vertical piping is not recommended because low thermosiphon FIGURE 5.4: SWING CHECK VALVE
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FIGURE 5.5: PRESSURE MEP VALVE

FIGURE 5.1: TEMPER LURE AND
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

FIGURE 5.7: MCUNG VALVE
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pressure may not completely close the valve. When installing, be
sure the arrow on the valve is pointed in the desired direction of

flow. Check valves also should be installed in the drain loop of
draindown systems to direct water through the collectors properly

while the system is operating. Usually a swing check valve
mounted horizontally is preferable to a spring check valve mounted

vedically in a small pump system (Figure 5.4).

Pressure Relief Volvo
Pressure relief valves are designed to allow transfer fluids to es-

cape from a closed loop if maximum working pressure is exceeded

(usually 30 to 45 psi). a

If the system is not operating and the collictors reach stagnation

temperature, the oressure relief valve will permit steam to escape
and prevent damage to the systeM. The relief valve may be installed

anywhere along the closed -loop, but the general practices to
install it in the return side of the loOp near the expansion tank and

on the suction side of the pump. There should be a relief valve
between all chisable valves. Collectors must not.be allowed to be

isolated without a relief valve in the line. The relief valve should be

either installed AFTER pressure testing or plugged during the test.

Discharge from a pressure relief valve will be vet), hot and should
be connected. therefore, to a waste drain or a container. If dis-

charge occurs on the roof, damage or discoloration of roofing
materials might result. A glass container is recommended so that

any fluid discharged will be noticed, indicating, the need for
replacement of the fluid. If connected to a drain or a dry well, the
end of the pipe should NOT be threaded (see chapter on Safety)

(Figure 5.5).

Temperable* and Pressure Relief Valve
Temperature and pressure relief valves are similar to pressure relief

valves but contain a temperature-sensing element at the valve inlet

that extends about six inches into the top of each storage tank
where the hottest water is stored. Valve limits are usually set to 125

psi and 210°F. Ratings should be listed on the valve. These valves

are sometimes installed in the upper end of a tee fitting. The lower
end of the tee should be connected by tapping into the top of the

tank by means of a close nipple. The hot water supply line is
connected to the branch of the tee.
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Temperature and pressure relief valves should be connected to
within 6 inches of a waste drain or dry well to prevent unexpected

discharge from scalding occupants or service personnel. The end
of the pipe should NOT be threaded (Figure 5.6).

Operating a hot water tank or two tanks in series without a tem- WARNING!
pendia° and pressure relief valve is 'extremely dangerous and is

ILLEGAL IN MOST AREAS. Chock your local building codes care-
fully on this point.

Tempering or Mixing Valve
This valve is used to add cold water to the Now of water from the
storage tank that exceeds a preset temperature, usually between

120) and 140°T. This allows the collection of hotter solar water
while protecting users from being scalded. Some mixing valves are

adjustable, ft should be installed 12 inches below the hot water
outlet with cold water entering from the bottom (Figure 5.7).

The heat-sensing element of a tempering valve must be removed WARNING!
before soldering and replaced afterwards. High soldering tempera-

tures will render the sensing element useless.

Pressure Reducing Valve (Pressure Regulator)
Pressure reducing valves are often used in conventional water
supply systems to reduce incoming water pressure and prevent
damage to some components. These valves are usually installed

when the incoming pressu:e is greater than the working pressure of

any eomponent, such as parts of a droindown system. Pressure

reducing valves should be preceded by a strainer and isolated by
shutoffs for cleaning (Figure 5.8).

Air Vette.
Air vents eliminate air bubbles from the system. Vents are installed

at the high points in the system, usually in the collector manifold
and above the air eliminator (see Air Eliminator).

Of the two main types of vents, the manual vent is the least
common. ft is opened and closed by hand, and with roof-mounted
collectors operation becomes impractical.

Automatic float vents are the most commonly used. The cap on the

automatic air vent must not be tightened; it should sit 16osely on

the threads. It is there only to prevent entry of dust or water which

would clog the port. The vent MUST be mounted vertically (Figure
5.9).

FIGURE SS: PRESSURE REDIkING
VALVE

11111141ta;..
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FIGURE 5.5itAUTOMATIC AIR VENT
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CAUTION!' As a last step in any float vent installation, tighten the cap and then

loosen it a full two turns.

FIGURE 5.11: AM ELIMINATOR

Air Eliminator (Air Separator)
An air eiiminator also removes air from the heat transfer fluid. The

fluid flows across a series of baffles that causes air to bubble up
out of the fluid stream. It is then eliminated through an automatic
air vent threaded into the top of the scoop. Eliminators are usually #

installed above the expansion tank and include threaded fittings w
that will mate with most sizes of tanks (Figure 5.10).

balancing Valve
balancing valve can be used to control the flow of heat transfer

fluids through each collector panel in those systems that do not
have a reverse min% piping arrangement. A proper flow velocity

through each collector is necessary for optimum efficiency. The
simplest and least expensive type is the square head cock, which is

installed between ach collector and the manifold, downstream
from- the pump to p ent cavitation. Ball or globe valves are also
commonly used. not use a gate valve for balancing.

Solenoid Valves
Solenoid valves are electrically operated valves used in draindown

systems to start and stop (as well as divert) the flow of heat transfer

fluid. Most draindown systems use two such valves: one normally

open and one normally closed. When a freezing condition exists or

FIGURE 5.111 VACUUM RELIEF VALVE electrical power fails. the valve which allows fluid tocirculate to the

collectors closes and the valve used to drain the system opens.
This procedure is reversed when the weather is warm and sunny.

Solenoid valves may require some regular maintenance. In regions

with infrequent freezing, its operation should be checked occa-
sionally.

Three-Way Valves
Three-way valves are not recommended because of their tendency

to leak through the closed part. Instead, use two or more regular
valves.

Vacuum Relief Valves
Vacuum relief valves are used in draindown systems and are in-
stalled at the high point of the system above the collector. This
valve permits the system to drain, using gravity by admitting atmo-

spheric pressure into the return piping. It is sometimes installed
FIGURE 5.12: ISOLA11014 VALVE
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above the cold water inlet of storage tanks to eliminate vacuum
conditions that could collapse the tanks (Figure 5.11).

leo latlimkValves (Shutoff Volvos)
Isolation va)v, should be installed to permit certain components to

be serviced without having to drain and refill the system.

To avoid unauthorized tampering with the system, use tool-
operated valves or remove the valve handles'and store them in a

safe place (Flours 5.12). Globe valves should not be used because

they restrict flow and reduce system efficiency.

isolation valves should be placed at the following locations:

1. One on each side of the circulator pump and strainer.

2. One at the cold, or city water, supply inlet (to shut down the
entire system).

RGURE S.13: BOILER I:MAIN

3. One on either side of an external heat exchanger for servicing.

4. One on each side of the screen ahead of a pressure regulator.

Isolation valves should not be installed way that could isolate WARNINGi
collectors from pressure relief valves or temperature and pressure

relief valves, and thelxpansion tank. If this occurs. collectors could

burst during stagnatin conditions.

Fill Valve
A fill valve is usually a gate valve with an open end facing up. It is

used at the high point in some systems for manual fillup with heat

transfer fluid.

Boiler Drain Valve
There should be one boiler drain valve at the bottom of the storage

tank for draining and periodic cleaning. There should also be two

on the collector loop near the storage tank. These two valves are

used for charging up the system using a pump (see chapter on
Checkout). and they should be separated by an isolation valve.
which can be closed for system chargeup until the air is purged.

After the system is charged and capped, remove the valve handles

and label the valves with the chargeup data (Figure 5.13).

Pressure Gault*
A pressure gauge should be installed on the collector loop or on the

top of the air eliminator (Figure 5.14).
fiGURE 5.14: PRESSURE GAU3E
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Thermometers are not absolutely necessary, but they can provide

useful information to the homeowner and service personnel. Plac-
ing thennoiniters on the feed and.outum eV* of the' collector
circulation will give some Indication of how the system is woik-
ing. (Ise button-type thermometers or probe types with diame-

tars of less than Viainch that block less than 20 percent of the pipe

diameter. Thermometers with larger probes can be used if installed

in aproportionatelyJarger filing. A climnpon type thermimeter can
be useful also.

5

Combination Temperature/Pressure Gauge
A combination gauge provides both temperature and pressure in-
formation on one instrument.

E lapsed Time Meter
An elapsed time meter Can be tempi:warily or permanently installed

on a pump to determine when and how -long it is running and
therefore. whether the system is operating properly (see chapter

on Checkout).

DAMPER
Dampers ar- e used to control the flow of air in an air system. Make

sure that dampers have positive seals, correct installation, and
proper functioning. Leaks of cold air can cause the heat exchanger

to fretke up and will also decrease sYstem efficiency.

EXPANSION TANK
An expansion tank is a necessary componeot.of a solar DHW
system (which has a closed circulation in the collector loop. As the

temperature of the heat transfer fluid in the loop rises, the volume

of fluid expands. The apparent expansion rate per degree se will

depend on the heat transfer fluid used (Figure 5.15).

For example. water has an apparent expansion rate of .025 percent

. per degree of temperature rise A 50-gallon vOrumb of water at
600F, will expand to 51.75 gallons at 20(°F. The expansion tank

must compensate for this variation in volume to keep system pres

sure below the maximum pressure allowed for the-system compo-

nents.

If the temperature and pressure in the system rise beyond preset

limits, the pressure relief valve will blow off fluid to keep the system

FIGURE SAS: EXPANSION TANK functioning within the allowable pressure range.
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Nonpressurized open systems do not require a separate expansion

tank because volume variations are usually handled by the storage

tank.

'Diaphragm or Bladder Expansion Tank
This tank contains a flexible diaphragm with an air charge on one

side and heat transfer fluid on the other. As the fluid changes
temperature and volume. the bladder compresses the air charge

and makes room for the expanding fluid.

Nondiaphregm or Expanding Expansion Tank
This tank operates in essentially the same way as a diaphragm tank,

but because there is no diaphragm, some mixing of air and heat
transfer fluid will occur. Open nondiaphragm tanks must be
mounted near the highest point in the system with the air chamber

at the top. This may mean placing it outdoors. Closed nondia-
phragm expansion tanks can be located anywhere in the system.

Sizing Expansion Tanks
Manufacturers of ppecialized heat transfer fluids should provide

expansion factors for properly sizing expansion tanks. Glycol mix-

tures, for example, require a slightly larger expansion tank than
would be necessary for an equal amount of water.

Installation
The expansion tank should be placed on the suction side of the
pump in the collector loop. A diaphragm tank can be installed either

upward or downward without seriously affecting performance.
Downward is preferred to reduce heat, loss. A pressure gauge
should be provided by the manufacturer for installation with the
expansion tank. Do not tamper with or adjust the preset valve. The

air side of an expansion tank is prepressurized by the manufac-

turer. if it is necessary to change the air charge in the tank, there is

a threaded valve on the tank bottom.

Do not install the tank until after the system is pressure tested CAUTION!
because the tank may be damaged during testing. Also, do not use

a galvanized expansion tank with a water/glycol heat transfer fluid.

Butyl rubber diaphragms will deteriorate when in contact with oils CAUTION!
or water/glycol heat transfer fluids. If glycols are being used, the

diaphragm should be neoprene or some other suitable material.
Oils require a nondiaphragm expansion tank.
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CAUTION! If an expansion tank suddenly loses pressure. do not simply

..) repressurin it. Loss of pressure may indicate a leak in the dia-
phragm (if the tank has one) or some other system malfunction.
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Heat exchangers and storage tanks can be considered functionally

together. Heat transfer 'fluid passing through the heat exchanger

heats domestic water in the storage tank or tanks. In many sys-

terns, heat exchangers will actually be immersed in the storage
tank. Many solar OHW system component suppliers sell exchang-

ers and storage tanks as complete %snits. However, you may find

yourself installing a separate storage tank and heat exchanger. or

even fabricating a storage tankheat exchanger unit on-site. There-

fore. this chapter includes a full description of various types of heat

exchangers and storage tanks.

HEAT EXCHANGERS
Heat exchangers are used to transfer thermal energy from one
medium to another across an enlarged surface area. Heat exchang-

ers separate the heat transfer fluid in the collector loop (either air

or liquid) from the domestic water supply in the storage tank. By

using a heat exchanger, unly a small portion of the total amount of

fluid must be treated to prevent system corrosion or freezing.
Although heat exchangers are usually built irtn or around the hot

water storage tank, they also can be sep3rate units.

Typos of Heat Exchangers
Solar OHW heat exchangers can be either single- or double-walled.

While bot)i liquid-to-liquid and air-toliquid heat exchangers are
used in solar space heating systems. most solar OHW systems use

a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger.

Thermosiphon and draindown systems do not use heat exchangers.

The domestic water supply itself is circulated through the collec-

HEAT EX-
CHANGERS
AND
STORAGE
TANKS
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FIGURE 6.1: SHELL AND TUBE HEAT
OCONAINGER

tors. Drainback systems employ a single-walled liquid-to-liquid
heat exchanger, with both fluids being water. ----/
Systems using transfer fluids other than potable water (see chap-
ter on Transfer Fluids) in the collector loop are required by HUD's

!M to have doublewalled heat exchangers if the fluids are non-
potable as defined by either 1E28 or by the local health authority

having jurisdiction. Extra thick single walls are not considered ac-
ceptable protectitin, nor are single-walled configurations depend-

ing on potable water pressures to prevent contamination. Suppliers

of the heat transfer fluids used in the system you are installing may,

be consulted about the required degree of separation.

Host Exchanger Dosigns
There are Currently a number of different heat exchanger designs

that can be used in a solar DHW system.

Outer shell

Hot water

Host Hawke
medium

Heat transfer medium

Hot water

Shell-and-tube heat exchangers consist of an outer casing or shell

surrounding a bundle of tubes (Figure 6.1). The transfer fluid circu-

lates between the shell and the tubes of water. The tubes are
usually steel, copper. or sometimes stainless steel. This type of
heat exchanger cannot be used with a nonpotable transfer fluid
unless two are used, but it can be used with a drainback system.

There are several types of double-walled heat exchangers. A
toter sig;40 double separation is always required when a nonpotable transfer

fluid is used. One type consists of tubing wrapped around and
bonded to a tank (Figure 6.2). Potable water can circulate either

through the tubing or the tank. There must be good thermal contact

between tank wall and tubing, and the unit must be covered with
insulation to reduce heat losses.

FIGURE 12: WRAP-AROUND HEAT
DCOIANGER
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HEAT EXCHANGERS AND STORAGE TANKS

Tube-in-tube exchangers consist of tubes of domestic water and
collector heat transfer fluid in direct thermal contact (Figure 6.3).

There is no interme:date heat transfer fluid. The outer tube may be

finned to help transfer additional heat. This type is suited for non-
potable heat transfer fluids. .

Parallel-tube heat exchangers (Figure 6.4) consist of parallel tubes

in continuous contact in which the heat transfer fluid and the fluid
to be heated flow in opposite directions. .

Air-to-water heat exchangers consist of a finned water coil in a
closed duct on the hot air return side of an air collector array
(Figure, 6.5) or a coil buried in the rock storage bin of an air space
heating system.

Brazed
together

Potable
wateriit Transfer

fluid

Flow

Air to water heat exchanger

Air duct

-I

....1.

FIGURE 6.3: TUBE IN TUBE HEAT
EXCHANGER

FIGURE 6.4: PARALLEL TUBE HEAT
EXCHANGER

FIGURE 65: AIR TO UQUID HEAT
EXCHANGER
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Sizing Heat Exchanger? ...

Most heat exchanger manufacturers use computer programs to
choose the proper heat exchanger for specified temperature and
flow conditions. Manufacturers should supply heat exchangers
with ratings indicating heat fin BTU's per hour) that will be trans-

ferred when supply side and load-side entering temperatures and
the flow rates of both sides are known. If the manufacturer's lit-

erature does not supply adequate information, contact the techni-

cal sales department for additional information.

Installing Hest Exchangers
In most solar DHW systems, the exchanger will be a coil immersed

in one of the hot water tanks. If an external type heat exchanger is

used, be sure that it is adequately supported and well insulated. Be

sure pipe connections to it and from heat exchangers are in accord

with prescribed flow. Mow room for maintenance and drainage if

the heat exchanger is a separate unit.

STORAGE TANKS AND SYSTEMS
Water is by far the most common storage medium in solar DHW

systems. Rock storage is another method of sensible heat storage,

but is not generally used in systemi that are exclusively DHW.
Storage of heat in solutions of phase-changing salts is extremely

rare in DHW systems and therefore is not discussed.

Single-Tank vs. Two-Tank Systems
The backup conventional DHW heater can be installed as part of
the solar DHW storage tank or hooked in series with it. For
example, a single-tank solar DHW system can be made from an

nicadapted electric water heater of sufficient size by di onnecting

the lower of the two electrical heating elements fro the power
source; There are also tanks now available with one element in the

middle for solar applications. In draindown and drainback systems,

the collector supply line outlet .a generally located in the lowest
third of the storage tank to draw out the coldest water and circulate

it through the collectors- so they will work at highest effldency.
Combining both auxiliary and solar DHW storage in one tank does

reduce the system's storage volume. A one-tank solar DHW sys-

tem will probably require a larger tank than conventional DHW
systems.

In a two -tank system the solar DHW tank serves as a preheat tank

and has a cold water inlet. Supplemental heating takes place in the
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conventional DHW tank. Twa tanks require more floor space. and

standby losses will be greater. But collectors often will receive i '
lower inlet temperatures, improving their efficiency.

The source of auxiliary heat is also a consideiation. Because a gas

hot water heater will not stratify, two tanks may be more desirable.

An electric baelwp with the lower element disconnected may func-
tion better in a one tank configuration.

Types of Storage Tanks
You probably will install only two types of tanks: steel or fiberglass.

Steel tanks are usually lined with either glass or concrete (stone

lined). Stone-lined tanks are heavier; size and weight specifica-
tions are available from manufacturers. If the fluid in storage is
pressurized, tanks larger than 120 gallons must carry an ASME
label, indicating that its construction conforms to accepted stand-

ards of safety.

Fiberglass tanks are lighter than glass. or stone-lined steel tanks
velland are highly corrosion resistant. You should the pressure and

temperature ratings of this type of tank to see If it withstand the

maximum pressures (100 psi or more) and temperatures imposed

by Jhe system you are installing. Most fiberglass tanks cannot be
used to store water as high as 220°F.. even if unpressurized. As

pressure increases, its temperature limit decreases.

Tanks must have provisions for all supply and return lines. Tanks

can have either built-in heat exchangers (if any are requIret) or
separate units that you install.

Temparkture and pressure relief valves are mandatory for all hot WARNING/
water storage tanks or in at least one tank of a two-tank system.

Inspecting Storage Tanks
Aker the tank is delivered to the job site, check it for obvious signs

of damage. You may want to pressure test it before putting it in final

Position, because the tank may be difficult to move once properly

Placed. Check th condition of the in-tank heat exchanger. if there

is one. If the hea changer coil is suspended in the tank, bounc-
ing around durin shipment may have damaged it. Reject damaged

tanks immediately.

Plug all tank openings to prevent dirt from entering. If space con

siderations permit. leave the tank crated until the move is corn-
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pleted. If the tank is to be lowered into a basement, you may need a

winch, especially if it is a stone-lined tank. In most cases. at least

two people and a hand truck will be necessary. Take care not to
damage the tank while moving it into place.

Placing Storage Tanks
The best storage tank placement is near the existing DHW compo-

nents with protection from moisture and cold, near the point of use,

and in an area where drainage, leakage, or valve-venting will not

cause damage. In most cases, this would probably be in a cellar or

an enclosed porch.

WARMING! Storage tanks should not be installed in areas where flammable

liquids are stored.

For thermosiphon systems, the storage tank must be a minimum of

18" 24" above the top of the collector array, which may require

placing the tank on an outside platform, the roof (depending on
collector location), or possibly in the attic.

Tanks should be level and upright (if at all possible) to obtain the
best thermal stratification of the NA water:if a tank is placed in a

basement or other unfinished area, placement should be on a
concrete pad to ensure that it stays level. A lank below grade
should be set up on blocks to prevent corrosion in case of flooding.

In a two-tank system, the storage tank should. be as close as
possible tothe conventional hot water heater and the
hookup, but keep enough room between them to conduct mainte-

nance and repairs.

Installing' Storage Tanks
After the tank is in place, shut off the main water supply to the
existing water heater (if this is a retrofit installation) and bleed off
enough water to empty the supply line. Connect to the rest of the

solar DHW system (see chapter on Transfer Fluids). Pipe connec-

tions should be provided with the tank. When plumbing the solar

storage tank in series with the conventional DHW tank, always
bring the cold water supply into the solar storage tank first.

When installed, the storage tank should be leak tested before
insulation is added (see chapter on Checkout).
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The task of the controller in a solar DHW system is to male the SYSTEMsystem collect as much useful heat as possible and deliver it to
meet the hot water demands of the system's users. The three basic CONTROLS
components of a controller are the sensor subsystem, the differen-

tial thermostat, and the output subsystem.

The Sensor Su
Sensors measure to ratures in various parts of the solar hot
water system and signals to the differential thermostat Sev-

eral types of sensor's are used in solar applications. Sensors should

be able to withstand collector stagnation temperatures. Because
the controller generally is calibrated for a particular sensor, use the

sensors supplied by the manufacturer. One sensor is mounted at

the bottom of the preheat storage tank and the other on the coffee-

tor absorber plate or on the outlet pipe. Always double check to see

that you have mounted the proper sensor in the correct location.

Some differential thermostats allow for a third sensor. A
temperaturelimiting device or highlimit aquastat will work in con-
junction with a tank sensor mounted at the top of the tank. This
device can be set at a maximum desired temperature and will stop

circulation of heat transfer fluid through the collector loop by cut-
ting power to the circulator pump whenever the cutoff temperature

is reached. in a draindown or drainback system, this will prevent
fluid boiling in the collector loop. Along with the mixing valve, it
also provides added protection against scalding.

In a draindown system, a lowset or frostcycle sensor is installed
for freeze protection. This sensor measures ambient air tempera-
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pre or collector header temperature and drains the system of water

when the temperatrie drops to a preset low. When there is avail-

able sunshine and the pump is operating, the differential thermo-

stat autornetically overrides the frost sensor to prevent draining the

collector loop.

The Differential Thennestet
The differential thermostat receives signals from the sensors and
uses this input to control the system. It is usually factory-set for

high and low temperature differentials to maximize the amount of

heat energy collected and stored, and to minimize excessive cy-
cling. This reduces wear on pumps, blowers, and releys and
minimizes the amount of power necessary to operate the solar
DMA, system.

Most differential thermostats are of the on-off type; the pump or
blower is either full on or off. Typically, the system comes on when

there is a 10°-18°F. positive temperature difference between collec-

tor and storage and shuts .down when there is a 3°F. temperature

difference.

Proportional differentiel thermostats are available that can vary
pump or blower speeds as a function of the temperature differential

between collector outlet and storage. Proportionel controllers are

not recommended for drainback or draindown systems because

pumps may not'receive enough power initially to fill the system at a

reasonable rate. Be sure to use the size and type of wire specified

by the manufacturer.

The Output Subsystem
The output subsystem delivers the appropriate control voltages
from the different el thermostat to pumps, valves, fans, or dampers.

Switching is done with either conventional relays or with solid state

relay circuits. Conventional relays withstand momentary overloads

caused by occidental shorting or by close lightning surges.

Surges will instantly destroy solid state relays. Therefore, the in-
stallation must be done properly so that no unusual loads or surges

occur. Some controllers have built-in protection against power
surges. For pre-wired pump/control combinations, solid state re-
lays are a good choice.

Preparing for Installation
Proper installation of the controls is crucial to the safe and econom-



ical operation of the solar DHW system. The system manufacturer

or his representative should either provide the control equipment
as part of the system package or specify it. Study the wiring
diagram. The equipment should be accompanied by complete wir-

inginstructions. If instructions are unclear. you should consult the

controller manufacturer.

Mounting tit Control Penni
The control panel consists of the differential thermostat. assorted

relays, and other equipment included by the manufacturer. The
panel should be mounted in a well-ventilated location that allows

easy access for maintenance and system operation. It also should

be far enough away friars storage tanks and plumbing so that leaks

and drainage will riot danitpen the floor under it. A dry wooden
platform should be'provided for workmen.

All controls and equipment must be properly grounded and plug-in

connectors should have built-in grounds. All equipment requiring

electrical connectors over 50 volts should have a positive means of

disconnect adjacent to and in clear sight of the controller and other

equipment.

Locate the system on a separate unswitched circuit or. .if neces-

sary, one with a very light load. Remember that failure of the
controller because of an overloaded circuit could result in expen-

sive damage to the solar DHW system. Power supply to the control-

ler is usually 120 volts. All wiring and equipment must be installed

in conformity with state and local codes. The control system
wiring Is low voltage, usually 24 volts. and 20- or 22-gauge ther-

mostat or bell wire is usually used. Shielded wire should be used if

there is evidence of high voltage interfering with the low voltage
signal.

Wiring
Rough-in service wiring from the control panel to the sensor loca-

tions. valves and pumps (in liquid systems). or dampers and blow-

ers (in air systems). Wire runs should be as short as possible.
Wiring should be color coded and labeled. Make sure the wire you

have selected can handle the system load. Outdoor wiring with

weatherproof cover should be used for the run from the colVor
sensor to the controller. It can be run along the return line through

the pipe flashing and secured to the pipe insulation with plastic
strap clips. All wires and cables should be supported along runs,
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and electric cable must be securely anchored to junction boxes. All

low voltage wire should be soldered (using rosin flux) to obtain the

most accurate signal transmission.

Mounting Collector Sensor
The collector sensor works most effectively when attached to the

back of the absorber plate, but it also will work well if attached to
the first 3 inches of the collector outlet pipe at the top of the
collector. Ideally, the sensor should be immersed in the heat trans-

fer fluid leaving the collector. However, sensor probes should not

protrude into the collector piping and impede the flow of the heat

transfer fluid. Some manufacturers supply collectors with sensors

already attached.

The sensor can be attached to the absorber plate with a clip or bolt.

The sensor should not touch the walls of the collector box because

the box will act as a heat sink and will produce lower temperature

readings.

CAUTION, Do not bend the sensors; this can affect the readings. Do not
solder the sensor to the absorber plate or storage tank.

The sensor can be attached to the collector outlet pipe with a hose

clamp or a pressure 'clip. Certain types may be installed in a
T-fitting (Figure 7.1). Take care that the T-fitting does not leak and

thatihe sensor does not restrict the fluid flow. In an air system, the

collector sensor can be placed in the air duct just outside- the
collector hot air outlet and held in place with sheet metal screws.

However the sensor is attached, be certain that there is good
thermal contact with the underlying metal. Thermal cement can be

applied between the sensor and the underlying metal to ensure
good heat transfer. Thermal cement alone should not be relied on

to maintain a good mechanical attachment. The sensor should be

adequately insulated so it is not affected by ambient air tempera-
ture. It should be protected under the insulation by a layer of
waterproofing tape capable of withstanding high temperatures.

,

FIGIJK 7.1: 0E7600 Mounting Tank Sensor
The location of the sensor in the storage tank depends upon the

placement of the collector outlet sensor and the differential ther-

mostat (some are adjustable). In a one-tank system (solar storage

and conventional heater in one tank) the sensor should be in the
bottom third of the' tank. Some sensors can be installed by mount-

ing them to the outside metal surface of the actual tank using
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thermal epoxy. Co not drill into the wall of a lined storage tank.
Remember that the tank must remain watertight Do not mount in a

temperature pressure fitting.'

Some tank sensors are available as threaded, pre-assembled,
sealed units. Be sum the threads am watertight. Bulb-well sensors

require thermal cement to hold them in place.

Moundne Frost Sensor
Frost sensors for draindown systems should be placed in a
moisture-protected and unheated location near the collectors, such

as under the eaves of the roof. Frost sensors should NOT be
insulated.

Hookup and Tesdng
Before working on a circuit. remove the fuse or trip the circuit
breaker. DNW systems am manufactured for a speck is phase and

lefoltago; incorrect voltage may damage the controls. Check before

hooking up the system.

Before wiring the thermostat to the circulator pump. check the
Pump circuit for a short or a ground fault that could damage the
thermostat and void the warranty.

Make sure that the controls isolate the backup circuit from the solar

circuit so that the auxiliary heater is not affected if the solar energy

system breaks down.
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Solar DHW systems are no more hazardous than conventional
domestic hot water systems. Indeed, with a.few important excep-
tions. the safety precautions to be followed in installing, operating,
and servicing a solar DHW system are the same as for conventional
DHW systems.

The major exception is that some solar DHW systems use toxic ore
Minpotablo heat transfer fluids. In this case. you must take particu-
lar precautions.

Electrical Safe%
Connections and zircuit protection at the service box must meet
local code requirements. The system controller should have its own
properly grounded and protected power outlet. Installation person-
nel should not stand on a damp floor while working on a circuit. A
dry wooden platform should be provided under the service box, and

the box should be located far enough from the storage tanks and

plumbing so that leaks and drainage will not dampen thelloor near it.

Maintenance Personnel Safety
Components should be located to assure safe. easy access to
collectors. pumps. storage tanks, and the control system for
periodic iaspection, maintenance, and replacement. To make main -

tenance-and troubleshooting faster and safer. post a chart near the
system listing the appropriate safe pressures, fill levels. flow di-
rections. and other information for all crucial valves and other
Components. All crucial valves and components also should have
such information attached on clearly labeled tags. according to
HUD's IMPS.



The main fuse should be pulled when maintenance personnel work

on the service box. When working on one circuit, either remove the

fuse or trip the circuit breaker.
.

Pedestrian and Wafter Safety
I All surfaces with operating temperatures of 120'F. or above that

cannot be insulated (such as collectors if grounri mounted) should

be marked as potential hazards to prevent bums. All temperature

and/c- pressure relief valves should be located so that pedestrians

and equipment will not be harmed when the valves vent. If local
snow loads are more than 20 pounds per square foot adequate
protection should be provided for shrubbery and for pedestrians,

who might be endangered by snow or ice sliding off roof-mounted

collectors.

Heat Transfer Fluid Safety
Heat transfer fluids should be safe and stable at both stagnation
and normal running temperatures. Toxic heat transfer fluids should

be discharged into dry well storage or sanitary drain in a manner

acceptable to local codes. A harmless dye should be added to all

toxic or nonpotable heat transfer fluids if they are not supplied with

color added.

All outlets and faucets on nonpotable or toxic fluid lines should be WARNING!
wired closed and tagged "DANGERNOT DRINKABLE." As -n
added safety precaution, the ends of pipes draining toxic heat
transfer fluids SHOULD NOT BE THREADED. This will prevent
using hose caps and hookups for domestic usage.

There should be an air gap of at least six inches between the end of

a pipe draining toxic heat transfer fluid and the drain. This will
prevent any fluid from being siphoned back into the system. If the

toxic fluid drain is accessible to children or pets, shield it with wire

screen or other material to prevent poisoning. An approved
backflow preventer at the cold water supply inlet may be required

by local codes. The layout of the system must be designed so that

direct connection between system wastes and the potable water
supply is impossible.

Remember. there must be a double-walled heat exchanger or some

other approved method of separating toxic and nonpotable heat

transfer fluids from the heated potable water. Single-walled heat
exchangers with extra thick walls or those that rely on potable

..
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water pressure to prevent contamination are not acceptable to
HUD's IMPS.

User Safety
A tempering valve should be installed to limit the exit temperature

of the domestic hot water to prevent scalding. Brass caps should
be used on all drain valves.

The vacuum relief valves required to prevent the collapse of storage

or expansion tanks must not be allowed to freeze.
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4 When installation is completed, the system must be checked for

leaks before it is charged for use. The type of system will determine

what leak test and charge-up procedure to follow. Remember to
keep the collectors covered. Follow procedures recommended in
the manufacturer's instructions.

Closed-Loop SystemHydrostatic Test
All elastomeric pipe insulation must be pulled back from joints and

component connections and held by clamps during leak testing. Be

sure to remove all gauges, relief valves, and expansion tanks and
plug the openings. These may be damaged if tested at pressures

greater than their design limits. Shut all fill and drain valves.

Conduct a hydrostatic test of the system as described in IMPS
S-615-10.10.1. Cover the collectors (they must be at a constant

temperature). Fill the system and bring up to test pressure. For bast

results. rest for one hour at 1% times maximum design pressure.

Do not use water to test silicone or oil systems because any water

left in the system will separate out and could boil, freeze, or cause

corrosion. Because water/glycol mixtures will leak in situations
when water will not, use only those mixtures to test systems using

them as hest transfer fluids.

Check all joints. If leaks are observed, tighten or resolder and
retest. After the testi drain the system completely into a container

in order to measure the system volume. This will determine the
proper amount of heat transfer fluid needed (or the amount of glycol

needed to make another batch of anti-freeze mixture) to refill the

collector loop.
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Draindown System -Drain Lin* Tilt
Because all lines must drain completely by gravity, be sure that all

pipes are pitched properly, that solenoid valves are operating prop-

erly by applying operating current, and that there are no obstruc

tions in the system.

Air SystemLeek Detection
Leaks in the ducts of solar air systems are moretdifficult to detect

than leaks in systems using liquid heat transfer fluids. Since leaks

can lower system efficiency. all sheet metal ducts must be fabri-

cated and fitted with special care.

Before insulation is applied, turn fans on and slowly pass a wet

hand over all joints and seams to feel air leaks. If possible, blow a
scented nontoxic gas through the system and locate the leaks by

smelling at all potential leak areas.

WARNING! Because of the hazards involv.ed, using an open candle fianie to

detect leaks is definitely NOT recommended.

The potable water plumbing of air collector solar DHW systems is

tested as described above.

Pumps and Sensors
Proper cycling of the system can be tested by installing an elapsed

time meter. It can be removed after a few weeks when yod have
established that the pumps and sensors are operating correctly. An

installer who does many solar DHW installations would find an
elapsed time meter a usefuI investment.

The meter should indicate pump operation during the sunny parts

of the day (primarily between 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.) and no
operation at night. If the pump runs at night or continuously, it is a

clear indication that something is wrong with the control system.

The most likely cause is reversal of the collector and storage
sensor to the controller.

Sensors that are faulty or make unintended thermal contact with a

heat source are a major source of control problems. Sensors must

be tightly attached. If you suspect a faulty sensor, dip it alternately

in hot and cold water to see whetheethe pump starts or stops. t

CHARGING THE SYSTEM
After the system is leak tested, it must beflushed out and then
charged. The collector loop can be filled either manually from the

roof or by pumping from the lowest point in the system.
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Flushing the System
All metal filings, flux, solder, silt, and other contaminants not
cleaned out of the system during hydrostatic and drain line
testing must be flushed out. Check to see that collectors are still
covered and that the controller is OFF.

Open both fill and drain valves and close the isolation valve be-
tween them. Fill a large plastic bucket with clean water. Connect
a small. hihead self-priming pump (of the typa used to pump out

cella& to the fill valve in the direction of flovi with the feed line
hose in the bucket. Or you may attach the fill hose directly to your

water supply. Atta another hose to the drain valve and bring to a

drain. Run for 1 15 minutes. Remove and clean the strainer
screens. Do not Mt water to flush out any systems .or parts or
systems that use hydrocarbon or silicone ffirat transfer fluids.

Filling From the Bottom
To fill, repeat the flushing procedure with a bucket of heat transfer

fluid (Figure 9.1). Run the pump for about 20 minutes to purge air

from the system, recirculating the same fluid. Close the drain valve.

Allow the system to pressurize to the desired pressure. Close the

return drain valve and open the isolation valve. Shut off the pump

and cap and tag the drain with fluid type, fill date, and emergency

procedures (Figure 9.2). Post this information on a wall chart by the

switch box. Turn on the controller, set it to automatic mode, and
remove collector covers. Check the elapsed time meter for proper

system operation.

-.4-
A To

colsectors

Pump

Main fpon

GM. valve (dosed)

1*I
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.

Twist& pump

Bucket

Drain (open)

4
From
storage tank

FIGURE 9.1: FILLING SOLAR SYSTEM
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fIGURE 0.2: SYSTDA IN OPERAtiNG
120131110N

Filling From the Roof or High End of the System
Filling can be accompk..:htid withotit trapping air in tha system.
Install a fill valve at the high point in the system. Pour the fluid in

and close the valve. This procedure is used primerily with nonpot-

able or toxic heat transfer fluids. Beware of staining or damaging

roofing material and take proper precautions for your own safety.

Charging Followup
Be sure to check the system thoroughly after two days of operation.

Note that air may continue to be purged from the system and that

system pressure may drop slightly. Check the elapsed time meter

for proper operation.

Connecting the Solar DHW System to the Conventional
System
Drain and flush the conventional DHW tank. Turn off the water and

power. Close the drein and make the connections. Clean off excess

flux and solder. Flush out system thoroughly. Turn on the water and

power and fill the system.



Ali solar DHW systems should be inspected at least once yearly in

addition to any periodic maintenance that may be required for the

components. Keep a log of all maintenance performed on the
system. The homeowner should be instructed in the proper start-

up, routine maintenance, and shutdown (including emergency)
procedures.

Collectors
The outer glaxin of collectors should be cleaned regularly, w th

intervals dependent on weather, insects, nearness to trees, and Air

pollution. Clean the collectors when they're not too hotearly in
the morning or on a cloudy day. Tempered glass can be cleaned

with numerous commercially available products, but some plastics

require careful choice of cleaning compound...Acrylic, for example.

should be cleaned only with mild soap and water. followed by a

water rinse. Give the manufacturer's recommended cleaning In-
structions to the homeowner. Leaven, seeds, dust from nearby
construction operations, and other debris should be carefully
swept off the collectors. However, sweeping may damage some

plastic films.

Inspect the collector sensor periodically to be sure it is making
good thermal contact. Inspect the absorber plate and look for
surface peeling, crazing. or scratching of the surface coating, if
any. The manufacturer may be able to recommend a proper touch-

up paint to prevent the efficiency of the collector array from drop-

ping seriously. If the collector tubing is loose or is no longer making

contact with the absorber plate, contact the manufacturer for repair

instructions. Heat transfer cement might be used to fill in the gaps.

8J
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MAINTENANCE

if the glazing is broken, shut down the system immediately and
cover the collector a4ay with a sheet, tarp, or opaque plastic
dropcloth until the glaiing can be replaced.

Heat Tranifer Fluids
Test and replace heat transfer fluid at manufacturer's suggested
intervals. If' the replacement interval for a corrosion inhibitor is
shorter than the heat transfer fluid interval, replade both at the
shorter interval.

Water/glycol mixtures should be checked for pH, inhibitor, and
solution concentration (specific gravity) twice a year. They gener-

ally need replacing only each year or two.

CAUTION! Check fluids immediately after they have been subjected to near-

stagnation temperature to see if any high temperature breakdown

of the glycols to acid has occurred.

Pumps and Blowers
Some circulator pumps are sealed and permanently lubricated,
others are lubricated by the heat transfer fluid, and still others
require periodic lubricatic n. Check the manufacturer's literature for

recommended lubrication schedules, if any. Blowers in air systems

also may be sealed or may require lubrication. Check on suggested

schedules.

Pressure Gauges
Check the system pressure periodically to see if it falls within the

proper range.

Plumbing
Inspect fittings, insulation, and seals once a year for visible leaks. If

a leak appears, shut down the system immediately for repairs. 4,
Air Vents
Check for clean floats and seals. An air vent will sputter audibly if
any dirt or debris is caught in the mechanism. Caps should be 4.$
checked to make sure that they are still loose enough to allow air

out m the system. Screw caps tight by hand and then loosen themPh

TWO TURNS. if the float mechanism becomes inoperative, the airy

vent must be replaced.

Valves
Valves containing filters must be taken apart periodically to clealyfei';fil

the screens. Be sure solenoid and automatically controlled valves"

se



are not getting wet. If such electrically operated valves short out
they must be replaced.

Storage Tanks
Tanks present few maintenance problems. Drain and flush tanks

once a year. Make sure that the tank thermal insulation has not split

or loosened or that the duct tape has not pulled loose. Check to see

that the tank temperature sensor is making good thermal contact.

Specific Maintenance for Draindown Systems
Check system pressure and its relation to the setting on the pres-

sure switch. Adjust if necessary. Remove a convenient fitting and

check for scaling. Check for clean operation of solenoid valves by

unplugging the line from the auxiliary outlet. Make certain that the

drain runs freely.

MAINTENANCE
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INSTAL.
LATEON
CHECKLIST

YES NO

rN

NOTE: Although it is mandatory standard procedure to consult the installation,

operations, and maintenance instructions supplied by the manufacturer

for each approved system. the following general checklist will serve as a

useful guide for installing a typical solar DHW system. For more detailed

information, consult HUD's Intermediate Minimum Property Standards

for Solar Heating and Domestic Hot Water Systems, Volume 5 (4930.2).

1. SITING AND ORIENTATION rik

1 -1 . Are collect .rs oriented in a proper southerly direction? -'
DISCUSSION: Most manufacturers recommend true (not magnetic) south

plus or minus 15°. Variations outside these limits pa the
efficiency of the system.

7
.t..,

1.2. Dc solar collectors have an unobstructed viev/An a
southerly direction between 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.?

DISCUSSION: While shading problems are possible all year. low winter sun
angles may cast shadows of distant obstructions across the
collectors that would not be a problem in summer. Remember
that trees which shed leaves in tho fall are lass prone to create
such problems than evergreens.

1.3.
DISCUSSION:

Are collectors tilted within aceeptabli limits?
Most manufacturers recommend latitude plus up to 10° for
domestic hot water installations. Variations outside these lim-
its may reduce the efficiency of the system. Increasing the tilt
favors winter energy collection, decreasina it favors summer
collection.

9Z
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INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

14. Are system components located in such a manner as to

harmonize with surroundings, to minimize vandalism and

obstruction to pedestrian or vehicular traffic, and to
facilitate emergency access?

DISCUSSION: Solar energy system components may include elements which
are large and visually dominant when viewed from offsite. If
not carefully designed and located. such elements can produce
a detrimental effect on the overall appearance of a residential
area. The potential hazard and nuisance of collector reflections
should not be ignored when planning system locations. Also
solar hot water systems should not block exits, roads. or walk-
.ways and, since they might be said to constitute en "attractive
nuisance" Nice an unfenced swimming poop. should be fenced
off to prevent unauthorized access.

1.5. Are system components located in such a manner as to

allow easy access for cleaning, adjusting, servicing, ex
amination, replacement or repair. especially without
trespassing on adjoining property?

DISCUSSION: Components should not be located in places which are difficult
to reach. Storage tanks may need periodic inspection. mainte-
nance. and possible replacement. Care must be taken that
installers do not damage existing roofing or flashing.

1-6. Is there safe and easy access to gutters, downspouts.
flashing, and caulked joints to allow minor repairs and

preventative maintenance?

1-7. Are collectors located to minimize heat losses?
DISCUSSION: In order to avoid heat losees, the location of the solar collector

should be planned to avoid low spots where freezing ground
fog can collect or unprotected ridges where winds can be
more extreme.

1.8. If groundmounted, are collectors located to minimize
interference from drifting snow. leaves. and debris?

DISCUSSION: Collector stoprces are often smooth and slippery. warmer than
their surroundings, and located in elevated positions at steep
angles. Adequate space should be provided for meltiqg snow
to slide off collectors. Poorly placed groundmounted collec-
tors end components may encounter snow cover and drifting
problems beyond the capabilities of collectors to clean them
selves. Collectors should be e minimum of tit inches above
ground level at their lowest point to reduce drift coverage and
mud splashing.

1.9. If roofmounted. are existing rcof structures capable of
supporting the additional load imposed by the collectors?

9J
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YES NO
2. COLLECTOR MOUNTING

114

2.1. Is the framework constructed to support collectors under

anticipated extreme weather conditions (wind loading up

to 100 MPH, ice, rain, etc.)?
DISCUSSION: A tilted collector array can markedly increase the wind loading

(both positive and negative) imposed on a roof.

2-2. Has the framework been treated to resist corrosion?

2-3. Are joints between the framework and the rest of the
building caulked and/or flashed to prevent water leakage

and are collectors installed so as not to contribute to
Moisture build-up, rotting, or deterioration of the roof or
wall of the building?

DISCUSSION: All holes in the roof should be flashed and sealed according to
the National Roofing Contractors Association Manual of Roof-
in g Practices, 1970.

24. Are collectors installed so that water flowing off warm
collector surfaces cannot freeze in cold weather and
damage roof or wall surfaces?

DISCUSSION: Keep collectors several feet from eaves to prevent ice dams
from forming and backing water up under shingles. In the case
of ground-mounted systems. a gutter and downspout might be
necessary to prevent excessive erosion around the footings.

2-5. Have collectors been mounted with weep holes (if pro-
vided) at the lowest end of the collector?

DISCUSSION: Proper provision for runoff of condensation within the collec-
tors minimizes the problem of fogging of the inside of the
collector glazing. Holes should be blocked with glass fiber to
prevent entry of dirt

2.6 In areas that have snow loads over 20 pounds per square

foot or greater, have provisions been made to deflect
snow or ice that may slide off roof-n,ounted components
and endanger vehicles or pedestrians?

3. P :NG AND VALVES

3-1. Have the required building, plumbing, and electrical
permits (if necessary) beeitiobtained prior to the start of

installation?
DISCUSSION.. In some localities it may be necessary to supply background

information on the operation of solar domestic hot water sys
tems to the local building inspector.

3-2. Have solar components been ordered well in advance of

the scheduled date to begin installation?
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INSTALLATION CHECKLIST

DISCUSS : Installers frequently underestimate the time required to COM
plete their first few installations. Special order equipment
should be received before Installation begins.

3.3. Are connections to potable water lines being made by a
licensed plumber where required by local codes?

3-4. Is all piping properly insulated to maintain system effi-
ciency?

DISCUSSION: All piping should be insulated to at least R-4. The first 5-10 feet
of pipe coming from the conventional water /*Or tank also
should be insulated.

Is all exposed insulation protected from weather dam-
age?

DISCUSSION: Fiberglass. rigid pips insulation should be wrapped with were
thenprotective material. Neoprene insulation must be painted
with a flexible finish or wrapped to prevent ultraviolet degrada-
tion. It is important to seal all joints, because water seepage
will damage insulation and reduce system efficiency.

3.6. Are sufficient pipe hangers, supports, and expansion de-

vices provided to compensate for thermal effects?
DISCUSSION: Insulation should not be interrupted for pipe hangers or sup-

ports. Pipes should be insulated as completely as possible.
Straight pipe runs of 100 feet or more call for an expansion
joint and anchors to avoid pipe or equipment damage.

3-7. In ground-mounted systems, are insulated pipes to and
from collectors buried below the frost lines?

DISCUSSION: Not only do unburied pipes present a poor appearance, but
inAdequately buried pipes may be subjected to abnormal stress-
es due to frost heaving (insulation can absorb some stress).
Because buried pipe "insulation is subject to absorption of
ground water. use only thoroughly waterproofed closed-cell
foam insulation. Local codes may prohibit normal 95-5 or 50-50
soldered joints underground. Use 45 percent silver solder,
brazing alloys. or whatever local codes require. Take cam
when backfilling the ditch that rocks and construction debris
do not touch pipes and create stress points.

3-8. Is piping for draindown systems properly pitched to
facilitate draining of fluid from the collectors?

DISCUSSION: Draindown systems with piping not buried below the frost line
are vulnerable to frost heaving. charges in the piping pitch, air
lock. and subsequent incomplete draindown resulting in frozen
pipes, and collector damage. Closed loop systems should also
be pitched to facilitate draining, filling, and venting.

3-9. If ground-mounted collectors am used, is the run of pips

to storage and back reduced to the absolute minimum?
DISCUSSION: Long pipe runs between collectors and storage tanks reduce

the efficiency of the system by increasing heat losses and

YES NO
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r

YES NO
pressure drops. If the run from collectors to storage and back is
greater than 100 feet, use thicker insulation and consult stand-
ard plumbing tables for pips size required. Pt016M00$ must oe
mid. for expansion.

110

3-10. Have isolation valves been provided so-that major com-
fit:moots of the system (pumps, heat exchangers, storage

tank/ can be serviced wittiout system draindown?

3-11. Have air bleed valves been provided at high points in the

system so that air can be removed from the liquid circu-

latioe loop-during both filling and normal operation?

3-12. . Have suitable connections been supplied for filling; flush-

ing, and (Wining both the collector loop and the potable,

water piping of the system?

3-13. Has piping been leak tested to 3 Yr times system design

pressure for at least 1 hour at constant temperature (with

collectors covered) prior to backfilling and insulating?

3-14. Has corrosion between dissimilar metals been avoided

by the use of suitable inhibitors in the system as well as

dielectric washers in the mounting?

3-15. H'as care been taken not to shot out the insulating rated

of dielectric washers betvieen dissimilar metals by pipe

hangers, control systems connections. etc.?

3-16. Will heat transfer fluids be safe and stable at both stag-

_ nation temperature and normal running temperatures?
DISCUSSION: Glycol heat transfer fluids should not Ir subjected to more

than 250°F. because this will shorten service life. The flash
point of any oil should be compared with the maximum collec-
tor stagnation temperature, particuistly if the "collector man-
ifold is inside the building envelope.

3-17. If a system using antifreeze is used have a fill valve and a

drain (for sampling) been provided id the collector 'oop?
DISCUSSION: An extra gate, valve and drain may have to be installed to blow

out the system with compressed air if it is not pitched to drain
properly. Make sure that thi fill ports upstream of the check-
valve to prevent air being trapped in the system when filling
the collector loop with antifreeze.

3 -18. Has a tempering valve or other temperature limiting do-
vice been installed to IhrOt exit temperature of the hot

wator to a safe level'
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DISCUSSION: Reducing the output water temperature prevents scalding.
saves energy, and may be required by law for unregulated
ONW water Moabite.

3-19. If a system containing antifreeze is used, have threaded

joints been taped with tightly drawn Teflon" tape?
DISCUSSION: Antifreqm solutions will often leak through joints that normally

will contain water. Therefore. special attention should be paid
to joint leakage.

3-20. Are all systems, subsystems, and comporrehts clearly
labeled with appropriate flow direction, fill weight, pres-

. sure, temperature, and other information useful for ser-

vicir,:t or routine maintenance?

3-21. Are there vacuum relief valves in the system to prevent
the collapse of storage or expansion tanks?

3-22. Has care been takqn to install the circulator pumps so
that fluid is flowing in the proper direction?

DISCUSSION: Improper pump installation is a common problem. Check to
see that the small paper gasket in a Bell and Gossett° pump Of
used) is still intact after rotating the pump for proper flow
direction.Pumps manufactured by other firms will indicate flow
direction by another method. Isolate pump vibration from stnic
tural members.

3-23. Has the expansion tank been located on the suction side

of the pump?

3-24. Has a check valve been installed in the collector loop to

prevent reverse circulation by thermosiphoning at night?
DISCUSSION:. Such reverse circulation causes system inefficiency and heat

losses.

3-25. Are vacuum relief valves protected from freezing?

4. STORAGE TANK

4.1. Is-the storage tank insulated to at least 11.11?

4.2. Are the piping connections to the tank located to promote

thermal stratification?
DISCUSSION: The cold city water inlet should be at the bottom of the storage

tank, as should the pickup for the cold water to be supplied to
the heat exchanger or collector. Hot fluid returning from the
heat exchanger or collector should be introduced at the top of
the tank. Do not block the top of a gas heater or the entrance of
combustion air at its base.

If a storage tank is installed on a roof or in an attic, is it
provided with a drip pan and an outlet to an adequate
drain?

4.3.

9 7
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YES NO
44. Is the storage tank properly connected to the convert-

tional water heater?
--DISCUSSIONITo-max, Wise -systent-efeciencyf.the,coll:ctor,loop.7.autst

perniitted to operate independently of the hot water demand. A
separate tank in addition to the conventional heater tonic. will
provide greatest system efficiency. The higher end of the solar
storage tank, through which the collector loop circulates. may
be connected to -the low and of the conventional hot water
tank so that cold pity water goes into the solar tank and forces
the preheated water from the top of the solar tank into the
conventional tank.

4.5. Arriburied storage tanks anchored to prevent flotation in
case of high groundwater levels?

5. SYSTEM SAFETY

5-1. Are all surfacers with running temperatures at 120°F. or

. higher isolated from pedestrian traffic in order to prevent

bums?

Are temperature and/or pt assure relief valves installed so

that pedestrians or equipment are not exposed to effects

of venting valves? 1.

- 5.3. Are-temperature-andloupressuresefief_valvea installectso.

as to prevent system pressures from rising above work-
,.aing pressure and temperatures?

54. When toxic or flammable fluids are used in the system.

will fluids overflow or discharge into sewers or storage in

-a manner acceptable to the local applicable codes?
DISCUSSION: As an added safety preCaution. the end of the pipe draining the

toxic or flammable beet transfer fluid should NOT BE
THREADED to prevent any type of hose hookups for any acci-
dental use.

aF

5.5. If supplied "water pressure is in excess of 80 pounds per

square inch or the working pressure rating of any system

components.. has an approved pressure regulator pre-

ceded by an adequate 'strainer been installed?
DISCUSSION: Preseurf should be reduced below 80 psig or system working

pressure. Erich regulator and-strainer should be located and
isolated by valves so that the strainer is readily accessible for
cleaning without removing the regulator or strainer body or
disconnecting the supply piping.

5-6. Has the system been designed so that any direct con-

nection between wastes from the system nd potable
water is impossible?

9d
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:-
5-7. Is there an approved backflow prevente(at the cold water

YES NO

supply inlet if required?
DISCUSSION: When a backfldw ',mentor is installed, an expansion tank may

5-8. Is there a 'double-walled heat exchanger in the system or

another' approved method of sepalating nonpotable heat

transfer fluids from potable water?
DISCUSSION: HUD's intermediate Minimum Property Standards notes that

single-walled heat exchanger designs that rely solely on pate-
.

. ble water pressure or extra thick walls t prevent contamina-
tion are not acceptable.

5-9. Have all outlets and faucets on the nonpotable water
lines of the system that might be used by `mistake for .

drinking or domestic uses been marked "DANGER

WATER NOT DRINKABLE"?
DISCUSSION: It is suggested that valve handles be removed or tool-operated

valves be added if the system is accessible to children too -
young to read.

5-10. If hazardous fluids are used in the system, have proper
procedures for their use, including first-aid, handling, and

safe disposal been supplied to the owner?
DISCUSSION: Nonpotable heat transfer fluids should be colored as a safety

precaution.

5-1 1. Is adequate drainage available in the collector piping
array for leaks in collectors and discharges from pressure

relief valves?
DISCUSSION: .Suitable high-temperature weather-resistant piping should be

utilized. Because Some oils are corrosive to asphalt shingles.
take special care when oils are used in the Collector loop and
collectors are roof-mounted.

6. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
6-1. Does field electrical wiring comply with all applicable

local codes and equipment manufacturer's recom-
mendations?

6-2. Is there a properly grounded and protected power outlet

for the system controls?

6-3. Has control circuit wiring been color-coded or otherwise

labeled so that.wires are readily traceable?

6-4. Are the sensors for collectors and storage tank attached.

tightly for the best poisible thermal transfer and located

per equipment manufacturer's instructions?

se
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YES NO

S

so

6-5. Is the collector temperature sensor located in a collector

or near the exitirom the collector array?

7. CHECKOUT AND START-UP OF SYSTEM
7-1. Has a person qualified in both solar and conventional hot

water systems put the system through at least one start-

up and shutdown cycle, including putting the system
through all modes of operation?

SSION: Installatiolt labor shOuld include time allottedto Valance the
system for proper Sow. Temperature differences under known
conditions can be used in lieu of a flow meter.

7-2. Has the owner been instructed in the proper startup
and shutdown procedures, .including the operation of
emergency shutdown devices, and fully instructed
in the importance of routine maintenance of the ystem,

including cleaning collector glazing and other po-

nests, draining and refilling the system, air venting. bor-

rosion control, and otherproceduresi
DISCUSSION: A clear understanding between installer and owner as to what

task could or should be undertaken by each party is a valuable
tool for increasing solar business. Some owners may be inter-
ested in doing some or all a their system's routine mainte-
nance. Others will gladly enter a service contract arrangement
when the full extent of the routine maintenance tasks is dearly
understood. While you might be more interested in an
installationrather than maintenancebased business. re-
member that regular service calls give the owner an opportu-

Apity to have a system "tuned'' to greatest efficiency.

7-3. Do operating instructions include provisions for the sys-

tem if the owner leaves for a vacation and hot water use

is nil?

Has the system been designed so that both solar and
conventional systems can operate independently of each

other?



GLOSSARY AND APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
Abp orbont-Lthe less volatile of the two working fluids used in any

absorption cooling device. .

Absorb, srthe surface in a collector that-abiorbe solar-radiation
and converts it to heat energr-gerimalls-inatte-black-surfaces----
are good absorbers and emitters of thermal radiation while white

and metallic surfaces are not (see Selective Surface).

Absorptancethe ratio of energy absorbed by a surface to the
energy striking it.

ActivSystema solar heating or cooling system that:inquires
external mechanical power to move the collected heat.

Air-type Collectora collector that uses air as the heat transfer
fluid. (

Altitudethe apgular distance from the horizon to the sun.

Ambient Temperaturethe temperature of surrounding outside
air.

4

ASHRAEabbreviation for the American Society of Heating, Re-
frigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers.

Auxiliary Heatthe extra heat provided by a conventional heat-
ing system for periods of cloudiness or intense cold when a solar

heating system cannot provide enough.

101
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY AND SYMBOLS

e

Azimuththe 4ngular.disiance between true south and the point
on the horizon directly below the sun.

',We . P... .. 4....reg II

British Thermal Unit (BTU) ---the quantity of heat needed to
raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit.

Caloriethe quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of
one gram of water one degree Celsius.

. Closed Loopany loop in the system which is not exposed to the
atmosphere.

Coefficient of Hest Transmissionthe rate of heat loss in
BTU per hour through a square foot of wall "or other building

surface whew the difference between indoor and outdoor air
temperatures is one degree Fahrenheit.

Collectora device that collects solar radiation and converts it
into heat.ule

.Collector Efficiencythe rag() of usable heat energy extracted
from a collector to the solar energy. striking the cover.

Collector-Tiltringle-between-the--horizontal plane and the
solar collector plane.

Com:01101th* 11: bilectepa device which concentrates the
sun's rays on an absorber surface which is significantly smaller

than the overall collector area.

Conductancethe rate of heatkhrklin BTUs per hour) through
an object when a 1°F. temperature difference is maintained be-

tween the sides of the object.

Conductionthe flew of heat due to temperature variations
within a material.

Conductivity (k- value) --a measure of the ability of a material to
permit conduction heat flow through it

Convection --the` motion of fluid such as, gas or liquid: by
which heat may be transported (see Gravity Convection).

Cover Platea sheet of glass or transparent plastic placed above
the absorber in a flat-plate collector (see Absorber and Collec-

tor).

02
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.

Degree - day ---a unit that represents a 1°F. deviation from some

fixed reference point (usually 65°F.) in-the mean daily outdoor

tempdrature.
-4._ _ .,--

Demand Loaddomestic water Seating needs to be supplied by
1solar or co entional eliergy-

Diffuse R iationindirect sunlight that is scattered from air
molecules, dust, and.water vapor.

Direct Radiationsolar radiation that comes straight from the.
sun, calling shadows on a clear day.

Domestic Water Pressure-4 pressure of the potable water
withinh building from sources not related to the solar domestic
hotwater system.*

Double-glaaedovered by two panes of glass or other trans-
parent material.

0

1 ,

Double Wall Separationheat exchangers utilizing non-
potable heat transfer holds are separated from the potable water . ..

system by use of two walls between the fluids.
. , .

Emittancea measure of the propensity 9f a material to radiate . .. .
energy to its surrounding c

Flat-plate Collectora solaibollection device in which sunlight
is converted into heat oh a piano surface without the aid of
reflecting surfaces to concentrate the rays (see Colleotor).

, I-- '
Forced Convectionthe transferof heat by the flow of fluids

'(such as air or water) driven by fans; blowers, or pumpi.

Galvanic Corrosionthe condition caused as a result of a con-
ductino liquid making contact with two different Metals which are,

not properly lead physically and/or electricary.

Getters(sacrificial anodes)a column or cartridge containing
an active metal which will be sacrificed to 'protect some other
metal in the system against galvanic corrosion.

Gravity Convecition--the natural movement of heat that occurs
when a warm fluid rises and a cool fluid sinks under the influence

of graVityIsee Convection).

Header--the pipe that runs across the edge of an array of solar
collectors, gathering (or distributing) the heat tiansfe'r fluid froM

103
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(or to) the risers in the individual collectors. This insures that

equal flow rates and pressure. are maintained (see Risers).

. -ifeat-Capailty.+&, property..of.amateriableqoAing_k_kbiAtW.(tq

absorb heat.

Heat Exchangeia device. such as a coiled copper tube im-
mersed in a tank of later, that is used to transfer heat from one
fluid to another through a segrrating.wall.

Heat Storagea deXice or medium that absorbs collected solar
heat and stores.it for use during periods of inclement or cold
weather..

Heat Storage Capacity --the amount of heal whith can be
stored by a material.

Heating Seasonthe pe d from early fall to late spring (in the

Northern Hemisehere) uring which additional heat is needed to

keep's house combo We for its occupants.

Hybrid Solar Energy System a system that uses both active
and passive methods in its operation (see Active System and
Passive System).

Ririlliitiiiii;-irlectromagn;tic radiation from the sun that
has wavelengths slightly longer than visible light.

Insolationthe/total amount of solar radiationdirect, diffused,
and reflectedstriking a surface exposed to the sky.

lasulatkpaa materiel, with high resistance (Rvalue) to heat flow.

liegonie Chartshows magnetic compass deviations 'from true
north.

kvalue(see Conductivity) STU/hrlft2E' per inch.

tKilowatt a measuremeasu of power equaho one thousand wa , ap- A

,proximately 1 1/3 horsepower,. usually applied to electrici .

1

Kilowatt-hour Otwhithe amount of energy equivalent `to I
kilowatt of power being used for one hour; 3,413 BTU.

Langley ---a measure of solar radiation; equal to one calorie per

square centimeter.

Liquidtype Collectora collector using a liquid as the heat
transfer fluid (see Collector).

4
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Nate nveCtionsee Gravity Convection.

pen Systenssome.part o f the system is vented to the atmo
sphere, or the system contains fresh or changeable water. .

Passive eysteman assembly of natural and architectural corn-.

ponents which converts solar energy- into usable or storable
thermal energy (heat) wit mechanical power.

Prevent Possible Sunshinethe percentage of daytime hours
duri9g-vAich there is enough direct solar radiation to cast.a

--shadow (see Direct Radiation).

Pyranometeran instrument for measuring solai radiation (See
Solar Radiation). 0-

Radiationthe flow 9f energy across open space via 'elec._
tromagnetic waves such as visible light.

Reflected Radiationsunlight that is reflected from surround-
ing trees, terrain, or buildings.

Refrigeranta liquid,such as Freon" that is used in cooling.
devices to absorb heat troll surrounding air or liquids.

Reradiationradiation resulting from the emission of previously
absorbed radiation.

Resistance Gt-value) --the tendency of a material to retard the
flow of heat.

1
Retrofittingthe addition of a solar heating or cooling system to

an existing building.

Risersthe flow channels or pipes that distribute the heat trans-.

ferAquid from tk- headers across the face of an absorber plate

(see Header).

R-valuesee Resistance.
EITU/hrift2/F.° .

Seasonal Efficiencythe ratio. over an entire heating season. of
solar energy collected and used to the solar energy striking the

collector.

Selective. Surfacea surface that absotts radiation of orie
wavelength (for example, sunlight) but emits little radiation of

,another wavelength (for example, infrared); used as coating for

f
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.

a.

absorber plates.

Shading Coafidionithe ratio. of the solar heat gain.through a
9fpottific-glating-system -to`the 'total sorafheat gain through- o'
single layer of clear double-strength glass.

Solar Constantthe average intensity of solar radiation rea ch-
ing the earth outside the atmosphere; amounting to two langleys

:or 1.94 gram-calories peril:guars centimeter, 'equal to 442.4
B11.0ihriftt, or 1395 watts/mt.

f.

Solar Radiation (Solar Energy- electromagnetic radiation '
emitted by the sun.

Solis Rights (Sun Rights or Solar ACcoss)a legal issue
concerning the right of access to sunlight.

Specific Heatdie quantity of heat, in BTU. needed to raise the
temperature of one pound of a material 4°F.

Standby float tossheat lost through storage tank and piping
walls (rate of heat loss differs from standing still and *hen
moving).

Sun POIPIairAM,Solar Window)-_-7a_ circular projection of_
the sky vault, similar to a map, that can be used to determine '
solar positions and to calculate shading.

Thermal Radiation -- electromagnetic radiation emitted by a
warm body (see Infrared Radiation):

Thoranletor--sensing device which changes its electrical resist-
ance according *o temperature. Used in the control system to
generate input data on collector and storage tank temperatures..

Theranosiphoningthe proiess that makes water circulate au:
tomatically between a warm collector and aicooler storage tart
above it (see Gravity Convection).

Tilt Angle the angle that a flat collector surface forms with the
horizontal plane (see Collector Tilt). ,

Trickle-typo collectora collectoi in which the heat transfer
fluid flows in open channels on the absorber.

Tube-hi.plate Absorbera metal absorber plate in which the

o6
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heat transfer fluid flows through passage; formed in the plate
itself.

Tue-yipCellectora coltector inwhicli the .healtransfer_liq--
.t . ugid flows through metal. tubes that are fastened to the absorber

plqte brsolder; clamps, or other means see -

Ultraviolet Radisktion7-electromagnetic radiation with
wavelengths slightly shorter than visible light.

Unglazed Collectora collector without a cover plate.

I

Pump

Check Valve

Temperature and/or
Pressure'Relief Valve

Pressure Reducing Valve

n.

Air Vent (Air Eliminator)

Solenoid Valve

H>"<
Isolation Valve

Y
Fill Valve

Pressure Gauge

Thermoineter

I

. Strainer

Heat Exchanger

Damper

/

. it

SYMBOLS
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22180, 1977, S10.00.
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SMACNA
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SOLAR INSTALLER APPENDIX
TOOL KIT
Here is a suggested list of tools you will need to successfully

complete the installation of your solar hot water system.

Compass

Fire extinguisher

Gas torch &-igniter

Tubing cutter with

reamer or wire brush

Steel wool or emery cloth

Hacksaw

Pipe wrenches, 14"

Electric Drill, %"
Drill bits, up to %" and

carbide tip

Hole saws, 2" to 3"

100' extension cord

Extension ladder

100' of 34" rope

No-skid shoes

Hammer

Level or level/inclinometer

combination

Plastic water bucket 5-gallon
Two washing machine hoses

(female connections)

Saw

Tin snips

Pliers, including Vise Grips"

Adjustable end wrenches, 14"

Folding rule and 50' tape

Chalk line

Screwdrivers, including

phillips head

Caulking gun

Matte knife and Llades

Pencils

Putty knife

Wire cutter, strippers
Volt-ohm meter

Electrical tape

Pipe tap; %" N.P.T.

Transfer pump, 120 volt,

self-priming 40' head

Rags

0-6\
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APPENDIX C: SOLAR INSTALLER TOOL KIT

MOTE: Some installations will require additierial tools and

equipment.

There are a number of devices on the market to help you in siting

collectors and determining shading. Among them are:

Solar Site Kit ... Finds sun angles, calculates shading, measures

roof pitch . Solarf.I.E., P.O. Box 506, Columbus, NC 28722, -

$2.95.

Solar Site Selector . Finds sun angles, determines shading .. .

Don Lewis, PO. Box 186, Amador City, CA 95601, $31.50.
. .

Solar Siter Heliodon model of relative motions of earth and sun

.. from: Solar Bookshop, Total Environmental Action, Inc.,

7 Chuich Hill, Harrisville, NH 04450,:$4.75.

Sun Mole Calculator . Determines *an angles . Libbey-

Owens-Ford, Toledo, OH, 43695: $4.00.

Sun Angle Desk fitp Calculator . Provide%houts of day in sun

hours and months of year, elevation in degrees from horizon and

compassbearings frail soutIrt'. Zomeworks Corp., box 712,
NM 87103, $ep:oo.

Ow'

Permits sun sitingsixt,f4oranyshz;n,0
09

each

44809, No.

1883, $9.95.P
,

Roof hoists are available to lift colleCtors. One such'device is:

Handy Hoist :. ManuficturedlifSun & Roof Engineering, Inc.,
11622 W. Exposition Blvd., Suite 2, West:Los Angeles, CA 90064,

$350.00.



SOLAR MINIMUM APPENDIX D
PROPERTY STAND DS:
HC:1111, THEY CAN WORK
FOR YOU
The rapid development of solap gtechnolo y created a need among

the solar designer., contractor, and installer, as well as the solar

lender and appraiser and home insurance agent, for a set of. stand-

ardi 'which could aAly tct all solar energy syitems-, complete
reference guide, out ing materials, methodi, and performance

expected for a quality lar heating system.

To help fuffill this need; the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) and the U.S. Department of Energy porn,'
with the assistance of Office of Housing and Building Technol-

ogy of the National Bureau of Stanckeds (NBS), developed a set of

-Intesmediate Minimum Property Standards (IMPS) which applies to

dwellings equipped with solar heating and solar domestic hot water

srtene.

Called the HUD Irftermediate Minimum Property Standards Sup-

plement: Solar Heating and Domestic Mot Water Systems, they
supplement the Minimum Property Standards for One- and Two-

Family Dwellings, MPS 4900.1, and Minimum Property Standards

for Multi-family Dwellings, MPS 4910.1, and are to be used in

conjunction with these,

The IMPS basically augment the regular MPS, addressing those

aspects of planning and design for solar housing which are dif-
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4

ferent from conventional housing. They are based on current
state-of-the-art technology and practice and on nationally recog-
nized standards for solar installations.

The document is organized into chapters and divisions that parallel

the general MPS to facilitate easier reference use. Most standards

are accompanied by a oommentary to explain further the necessity

of that particular standard. and especially to clarify its implications
for the solar energy system.

The IMPS, went into effect in July. 1977 for all Federal Housing
Administration {FHA). Veterans Administration WAX and Farmers

Home Administration (FmHA) projects utilizing solar energy sys-

tems.

Theywere used in the technical evaluation of submissions for the

HUD solar. domestic hot water initiative in 11 States and for the
technical. evaluation of applications received in HUD's solar dem-

onstiation Project. In addition, the IMPS define the minimum qual-
ity level acceptable for single- and multi-family residences, nulling

homes. and intermediate care facilities designed and constructed
undo'. HUD housing prognims;.

Many national trade associations have investigated for their mem-

bers the impact of IMPS upon their organization. Heating, ventilat-

ing, and air conditioning (HVAC) contractors, as well as plumbets.

roofers. sheet metal workers, and a host of others who have be-
coins involved in solar installation in the HUD demonstration pro-

gram are now applying the standards to their operations.
.

Associations, such as the Vorthamerican Heating and Aircondition-

ing,Wholesalere Association WHAM, .the International Associa-

tion of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials OAPM0), and the Amer-

ican Society ,of Heating. Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning
Engineers IASHRAID, are responding to the HUD solar standards

by providing feedback, by undertaking projects to interface their
own codes with the IMPS, or by passing information from IMPS on

to their members. ThtSheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contrac-
tors Association ISMACNA), for example, keeps copies of the HUD

EEO in each of their chapter offices, makiqg them readily.available

to all members.

Less apparent, perhaps, is the importance of the IMPS to the solar

home mortgage lender and the solar home insurer.
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By using the NM. the lender can make an informed appraisal, of
the solar home to be mortgaged by differentiating a well-designed,

properly installed, solar energy system .from a poorly' constructed

one, which may have an eventual depreciating effect upon the
hoine.

The solar home insurer must also review the solar energy system

before providing coverage.kle can use the OM to detect areas in

the construction and installation of the solar system where prob-

lems might occur and make an overall evaluation of the quality
of the solar installation. The insurer can Ilien determine the
policy necessary to provide the solar homeowner with adequate

coverage.

The Alternative Energy Committee of the National Association of
Mutual Insurance CoMpanies RAW). for instance, uses the

. IMPS in their inspection of solar installation hazards to the home.

Copies of HUD Intermediate Minimum Property Standards Sup-

plement: Solar Heating_ and Domestic Hot Water Systems may
be purchased for $12.00 ($15.00 foreign) by ordering Stock
#023-000. 81007-7 from:

Superintendent of Documents ,
U.S.. Government Printing Office

Washington, DC 20402

Anyone. interested in reviewing this document can do so at HUD

Regional and Area Offices, and Room 6170, HUD Headquarters,

451 7thStreet, SW. Washington, DC 20410.

.
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